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ABSTRACT
This thesis is presented in two distinct parts.
In part one, the single lepton yield due to 
internal conversion of soft virtual photons in high 
energy proton-proton collisions is calculated using 
soft photon techniques. Photons originating in 
bremsstrahlung of charged hardens, directly produced 
photons and interference effects are considered.
The result is compared with the experimental e/ir 
ratio as a function of transverse momentum.
In part two, a Mueller-Regge model for the process 
IT + p->-p + X is constructed and compared with newly 
available inclusive cross section data. Cut 
corrections are required for baryon exchange by the 
Carlitz-Kislinger prescription for removing unobserved 
parity partners and accordingly absorption effects 
are calculated. The conventional baryon trajectory
is found to be satisfactory, contrary to other reports.
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Calculation of single lepton yield at small 
transverse momentum from soft virtual photons in 
high energy proton-proton collisions.
CHAPTER I
The experimental search for leptons created in 
collisions of strongly interacting particles was initially 
('x, 196 )^ motivated by the study of weak interactions. 
Attempts were made to find the mediating particles of 
weak interactions, the W vector meson, by its proposed 
leptonic decay (¥'*’ + etc.). An obvious difficulty
arose with the overwhelming background from the decay of 
pions (e.g. it'*’ ^ + v^) and kaons. It was at this
stage that the advantages of looking for leptons with high 
transverse momentum and large production angles were 
first utilised. In this situation, the kinematics no 
longer favour the production of light hadrons compared 
with heavier particles. Furthermore, the heavier particles 
will decay promptly into leptons whereas the lighter 
hadrons, such as pions and kaons, decay more slowly at 
high energies so that they can sometimes be detected 
before they decay. A useful additional property of large 
p^ physics is the way in which the single lepton spectrum 
reflects both the shape and the normalization of th.e parent 
spectrum, (widely discussed as "parent-child kinematics", 
we shall meet this result again in Chapter III).
The failure of the first searches to find the W, 
from the detection of single leptons, stimulated an 
experiment to detect lepton (muon) pairs - to look for 
the and for other interesting theoretical proposals
in the literature of the time (e.g. "heavy photon").
At the same time, deep inelastic scattering data prompted 
consituent models of hadronic matter and the quark-parton
model was born (quarks had been previously proposed 
theoretically). The now famous dimuon data (which gave 
the first hint of the ^/J) gave support for quark- 
parton theories and particularly the Drell-Yan (scaling) 
mechanism, which was widely quoted. In this picture, 
the emerging end of a virtual photon dissolves into a 
lepton pair while the other end arises from quark-antiquark 
annihilation (with one quark or antiquark coming from 
each incident hadron). This process is related [l ] 
to the processes involving the decay of vector mesons 
and hence also related to the coupling of massive virtual 
photons to multi-hadron final states (see fig. l.l),
+  -
Figure'1.1 Inter-relation between various e e production 
processes.
which has aroused much interest In the past. The inter­
relation between these processes has been, and remains, 
a fascinating theoretical problem. The decays of vector 
mesons into l" pairs led to the spectacular tp 
discovery and associated revelations of recent years, 
including the latest the upsilon. The detection of 
final state leptons in ha dronchardon collisions will most 
probably remain one of the ways that quark degrees of 
freedom are probed in the future.
The short introduction above provides a basis for 
understanding the continued experimental and theoretical 
interest in lepton production with respect to transverse 
momentum in high-energy hadron-hadron collisions. When 
discussing transverse momentum, there is sometimes confusion 
about the meaning of "large" - large production angle 
in centre-of-mass or large | C|p.rji| = modulus of
momentum perpendicular to beam direction) or both. We 
shall try to emphasise which situation we are considering 
in each case. We shall be concerned predominantly with 
a source of electrons at large production angles but 
small Ipj^ I and we next review the recent data which has 
instigated this work.
First measurements of the ratio of the cross sections
for electron and pion production in hadron-hardon collisions
-k
showed an e/ir ratio which was ^ 1 x 10 and roughly 
constant with transverse momentum. (For a review of data 
up to 1976 see ref. [2]). Dividing the lepton yield 
by the pion yield at the same transverse momentum gives 
us an arbitrary way of comparing direct leptons with some 
"standard" particle production. The ratio is also.
importantly, much less dependent on absolute normalization, 
geometric acceptances, etc. The level of 1 x 10"^ 
for the e/îT ratio is surprisingly large since, as we 
shall show later, a naive calculation based on the rho 
meson as a source of electrons predicts a level < 1 x 10” .^ 
To understand the single electron yield more fully we 
need additional information - whether the electrons are 
associated with e^e” pairs and, if so, what mass region 
gives the major contribution. The answers to such questions 
are confused by the need to enforce experimental cuts to 
remove the large background from ir° Dalitz pairs 
(7T° -+ Y e^e~) and from electrons due-to external 
conversions in the apparatus of real photons coming from 
7T° decays y t) •
The OCRS (Cern-Columbia-Rockefeller-Sapiay) [3 ] 
experiment observed electrons emerging at 90° from proton- 
proton collisions at CERN ISR, over an energy range 
/s =23 to 62 GeV. The electrons were of course identified 
by counters. Dalitz pairs and photon conversions in the 
vacuum chamber walls were rejected by the pulse height 
recorded in the hodoscope nearest to the beam pipe, this 
cut effectively removed all low mass pairs. The results 
of this experiment for /s = 52.7 GeV are shown in the 
compilation of data in fig. 1.2. Over a range of 
0.6 GeV/c to : 3-0 GeV/c in p^, the e/ir ratio is 
approximately constant ~ 1 x 10’^ but falling away as 
p^ + 0.6 GeV/c. Over the available range in Vs of 
this experiment, the e/ir ratio shows a slow increase with 
energy. (In ref. [2] the overall energy dependence of 
lepton/pion ratios was shown to be rather confused).
The next experiment was again at CERN ISR, with a
production angle of 32° and /s = 52.7 GeV. Electrons
and positrons were detected for 0.2 GeV/c < p^ < 1.5 GeV/c
[4]. Background from photon conversions, Dalitz pairs
and K decays was calculated by Monte Carlo techniques 
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and subtracted. The experimental setup also effectively 
enforces a 5° pair minimum opening angle. This data 
is also shown in fig. 1.2. (We can compare sets of 
data with different production angles because hadron 
production decouples in p^ and x (= 2p^ //s) and we 
are presenting ratios). The results from ref. [4],
CHORMN collaboration (Cern-Harvard-Orsay-Riverside-Munich- 
Northwestern! ) , show a remarkable rise at low p^ up to 
6 X 10"^. In view of the importance of the low p^ 
region, this collaboration performed a new experiment with 
an improved detection system to verify their first 
conclusions [5]* The detectors are again placed at 32°, 
Dalitz pairs etc. are subtracted by the Monte Carlo 
program and a dummy wall experiment is used to measure 
the background due to electrons from y interactions.
Again the small p^p rise is seen (fig. 1.2, CHORMN 2).
The discrepancy between CCRS and CHORMN results 
below p^ = 1.0 GeV/c will, at least in,part, be due 
to the different experimental cuts.
There is support for the low p,p rise in the e/ir 
ratio from the Pennsylvania-Stony Brook group [6]. This 
experiment has a proton beam incident on a liquid hydrogen 
target at energies 10, 15 and 24 GeV/c. Electrons are
detected at a laboratory production angle 8^ ^^ = 16* 
which corresponds to 90° in the centre-of-mass over c 
of 0.5 -*■ 1-5 GeV/c in transverse momentum. Dalitz
10
pairs and internal conversions are rejected by ionization 
and single track requirements in the spectrometer and
K decays are subtracted by a Monte Carlo calculation.
3 + _
Again small opening angle e e pairs are effectively
excluded 7°). We show the 2h GeV/c data in fig. 1.2.
The increase at small p^ in CHORMN and Penn-8.B. results 
has an approximate p^ behaviour.
3
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Figure 1.2 Compilation of data for electron/pion ratio plotted 
against transverse momentum.
I
( X  Markedly non-uniform acceptance)
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A suggestion that there is a large excess of e^e 
pairs over Dalitz pairs in the low mass region is found 
in recent results from SLAC [?]• Here, pairs are detected 
after the exposure of the one metre hydrogen bubble chamber 
to 18 GeV/c pion beams. The limit on unpaired electrons
_ çÇ
or positrons is at < 2.^ x 10” ,^ so this low energy 
experiment provides some indication that the copious single 
electron signal at low p^ will be associated with low 
mass pairs, although more information about production 
angles is needed.
The problems of very small mass pairs and tt° Dalitz 
pairs are avoided by looking at prompt muons. (Muon 
experiments have other difficulties - usually concerned 
with dumping the beam). Available muon data is in the 
region 1.0 ^ 5*0 GeV/c in transverse momentum and is 
consistent with electron data where there is overlap,
) I ^
'x, 1 X 10" [1,2,8,9].^ The observed single muon yield can
be accounted for by low mass .dimuons. Contributions 
from vector mesons and a low mass continuum are observed 
experimentally [lO] and calculations based on these 
sources can account for the data [8]. We show some data 
[9] and the calculated yields for 1 GeV/c < p^ < 3 GeV/c 
in fig. 1.3.
Polarization has also been looked at in muon experiments. 
If direct muons have an electronmagnetic origin, then one 
would expect zero polarization due to parity conservation.
But if direct muons are produced by the V - A weak decay 
of a heavy particle, a non-zero longitudinal polarization 
would be expected. An early Serpukov experiment observing 
muons at 90  ^ found no evidence for longitudinal polarization 
[11]. Recent results from a Yale-BNL-Fermilab collaboration
12
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Figure 1.3 Calculated y /ir ratio compared with data of 
ref. 9 .
The only available data for real photons is in the 
high Py region (3 ^ GeV/c). Measurements of (y/t°)
excess (i.e. with contributions from and ri removed)
give 15 - 20%.
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We are primarily interested in the surprisingly high 
yield of electrons below p^ = 0.5 GeV/c and we next 
discuss the possible sources of prompt electrons and 
their failure to explain the observed yield. The alternative 
sources can be divided into three main categories:
i) Weak decay of resonant hadronic states (ir, K,
Dj F j D j . . . ) )
ii) Electromagnetic decay of resonant hadronic states 
(tt , n; P, j
iii) Production of virtual photon continuum by 
electronmagnetic processes.
We must also bear in mind such possibilities as W", W° 
and heavy leptons (t “ ) . We have already seen that
such well-established and copious sources as pions and 
kaons are removed from the data so that only the direct 
(and unknown) yield remains.
It is important to the calculations of e/ir ratios 
to recall some well-known and useful kinematics. If direct 
leptons are produced by two-body decay of a parent 
particle, then the child (lepton) spectrum will fall away 







Figure 1.4 (a) Lepton spectrum from two-body decay of pion-like
parent.
(b) e/n ratio corresponding to production in (a).
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Correspondingly, if the parent has a pion-like production, 
the e/ir ratio will also fall below p^ = M/2 (fig. 1.4(b)). 
For three-body decay, one would expect a reduction since 
the parent transverse momentum has to be shared among 
three bodies. In fact there is strong kinematic suppression 
bu the lepton spectrum can peak at p^ = 0 in this case.
Initially, the prime suspects as sources of prompt 
leptons were the vector mesons. These particles are 
produced with hadronic cross sections and have leptonic 
branching ratios making them obvious candidates.
Conventional calculations of the yield from vector mesons 
(p-»-ee, o)->ee, (J)^ee, ip e e ) are based
on a narrow width approximation [13]• For the larger values 
of p^, the narrow width e/ir ratio has the following 
simple form [l4]
7 = ^  - • (I'l)
Here, the universality in p^ of hadronic single particle
spectra has been assumed. The transverse momentum
-8dependence is taken as a power law ('v p^“ ) which changes
to an exponential (exp (-6 p^)) below p^ = 1 GeV/c.
In equation (1.1), n is the effective power law parameter,
Cy/c^ gives the ratio of vector meson to pion production
and is the branching ratio for vector meson
decay into a lepton pair. Typically, for the rho meson,
-4
B +^- = .43 X 10“ , c^ = c^ and n = 8. This givesv“^w 6 P TT
6e/ïï = 6 X 10 , at least a factor of 10 too low to
explain the level of the data. The total contribution 
from all vector mesons cannot raise the level above
15
at = 1 GeV/c. The results of the narrow5 X 10
width calculation of Bourquin and Gaillard [13] are 
shown in fig. 1.?.
O CCRS 
□  CHORMN 




Figure 1.5 Data with conventional estimates of e/ir ratio.
Curve a - narrow width vector meson calculation of 
ref. 13 .
Curve b - three-body decays ( n , n o f  ref. 14 
Curves c and d - charmed meson decay (ref. 17 )
D(1.8)->K*eu and D(1.8)->-Keu repectively.
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We must also take into account 3-body decays:
Ü) TT° e^e , n ' (p ,y ) e"*'e > n y e^e and <) ^ n e^e
Calculations for these sources are analogous to Dalitz 
pairs [15]• The yield [l4] from these additional Dalitz 
pairs is also shown in fig. 1.5- Craigie and Schlldknecht 
[l^ l also point out that there is a contribution due to 
a low mass photon continuum, this piece is most important 
since it rises sharply as p^ ^ 0 and we shall give the 
details in Chapter III.
The above considerations exhaust category (ii) in our 
list of sources. From category (i) there remains the 
currently interesting suggestion that charmed mesons 
may make a significant contribution [16, 17, 18]. 
Candidates are the now firmly established D mesons 
(D^’^ pseudo^scalar and D*^’^ vector; masses — m
1.863 GeV, m ^ = 1.868 GeV, m = 2.006 GeV,
D°
m *+ = 2.009 GeV; quark combinations — = c3 and 
D ^
= CÛ) and the less well observed F and . F* (cs). 
While there is still some uncertainty about the size of 
charmed meson production cross sections and leptonic 
branching ratios, some estimates for lepton yields have 
been made. Purely leptonic decays D^ are
suppressed compared to semi-leptonic decays, with the 
ratio (pure leptonic/semi-leptonic) A/ 10”^ [19]. For
semi-leptonic decays the ->• K + Jl + mode is
dominant. The semi-leptonic branching ratio is fairly well 
fixed at ^ 8%, but the estimated 10 yb production cross 
section is more uncertain [20]. The theoretical input of 
calculations can strongly influence the result: 
transverse momentum dependences and three body decay
17
distributions. The mass of the recoil hadron also has a ' 
noticeable effect on the e/ir ratio. All calculations 
are agreed that the ratio will turn over in the range
^00 ^ 500 MeV/c, in contrast to the data which continues 
to rise up to p^ = 200 MeV/c, and that in general a 
rather large inclusive cross section for charm production 
is needed to reach the level of the data. Results of the 
model of ref. [17] are shown in fig. 1.5* One paper [I8] 
claims that, within experimental uncertainties, charm 
can account for the observed lepton yield in the 
0.5 1.0 GeV/c range in p^; it is argued that
experimental data connecting single electrons with 
e e pairs are not in conflict with this result - 
charm originated leptons are limited to Feynman x 0 
whereas existing pair data is for larger x^. However, there 
still remains the issue of the continuing low p^ rise.
In the central rapidity region, it is expected that DD 
production will dominate giving equal lepton and antilepton 
signals.
The "story so far" demands a further source of 
e^e" pairs and the absence of any low p^ threshold in 
the e/ir ratio suggests an explanation in terms of a 
virtual photon continuum. Bremsstrahlung was long ago 
•proposed as a possible mechanism for pair production in 
hadronic interactions [2l]. For large mass pairs dubious 
assumptons about:.'the detailed dynamics of photon production 
are inevitable. The contribution from low mass, low 
energy (= "soft") virtual photons was calculated by 
R. Rückl, being essentially model independent [22]. In 
this work, the author improves on the method of Cahn for
18
real photons [23] and extends to pair production. 
Unrealistic assumptions are made in ref. [22] when real 
photons are replaced by virtual photons producing pairs. 
The method involves the use of soft photon theorems. We 
shall extend and revise this calculation in the following 
chapters. We obtain a leading term (comparable to result 
of Rückl), a second order term and show how the vector 
meson dominated low mass continuum fits into the scheme 
of the calculation.
In Chapter II the soft photon theorem approach is 
explained, together with the real photon application.
The extension to lepton pair production is made in 
Chapter III. Details of some numerical work and the 
evaluation of coefficients are given in Chapter IV. The 
results and their implications are discussed in Chapter V. 
Some additional work is left to appendices. The emphasis 
is always on the large angle production of electrons for 
comparison with the data (the 32° data of the CHORMN 
group may be considered "large" angle when compared with 
the angle of the forward hadronic cone) but we shall 
also present the small angle case.
19
CHAPTER II
We investigate the bremsstrahlung production of 
real photons in high-energy centre-of-mass proton-proton 
collisions. The cross section for the production of 
real photons with energy (= |q_| ) can be expanded
in increasing powers of q^ in the limit q^ 0,
C C
%  ^ "T” + q" + ^2 + c^q^ + c^q^ +. • • • (2.1)
d-^q q o
The Low soft photon theorem [24] for spinless particles 
(or for polarized particles with spin) states that unique 
values of c^ and c^ can be obtained just from a 
knowledge of non-radiative cross sections. This result 
depends on the law of charge-current conservation or 
equivalently gauge invariance. Strictly speaking, the 
theorem holds only when the scattering amplitudes are 
sufficiently smooth to allow complete expansions in 
powers of q^. Some problems may arise if there are 
rapid variations in amplitudes, for example when there 
is a narrow resonance with width less than q^. Or, 
to express this condition another way, we need (change 
in amplitude for leg going off-shell) << (size of 
amplitude) [25]. (For this situation the theorem holds 
to a good approximation, but in ref. [25] an error term 
is discussed and the authors suggest that conversely conditions 
could be chosen to emphasise the error and obtain new 
information about an interaction). So the result will 
only be applicable when the effective expansion parameter 
qg/<E>, where <E> is an average energy of the particles
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in the interaction, is small (<< 1). We can expect this 
limit to be valid for high-energy collisions with
-► 0. Low’s theorem has certainly been applied with 
some success in the past, see for example ref. [26].
The technique of Low has been extended to include 
cross sections with spin summations [27, 28] with similar 
results. The first two terms of the expansion in photon 
energy can be calculated from the non-radiative cross 
section (summed and averaged over spins). We give a 
derivation assuming spinless particles which demonstrates 
the role of gauge invariance and reproduces the results 
of ref. [27].
The radiative amplitude contains contributions both 
from terms in which the photon is radiated from an 
external line and from terms in which the photon is 
radiated from an internal line. The most singular 
(1/q^) term in equation (2.1) is the result of external 
radiation and arises from the off-mass-shell charged 
hadron propagators in initial and final state bremsstrahlung
The external bremsstrahlung amplitude (fig. 2.1(a)) 
for a proton-proton collision producing an arbitrary 
n-particle final state (a + b ^ n) is given below.
We note that the off-mass-shell progagator 
((p + q)^ - m^)"^ reduces to (2p.q)” .^
T^ (bremsstrahlung) - .
n (2p. + q)^






where the particle has charge and four-
momentum p^ and * *’’^n^ the on-shell
amplitude for a + b n particles. The Feynman 
rules for scattering amplitudes are given in the Appendix.
Figure 2.1 (a) Initial and final state bremsstrahlung amplitudes.
Figure 2.1 (b) Direct photon and gauge invariant amplitudes
n
We note overall charge conservation means = J
i=l
Performing simple Taylor expansions of the amplitudes T
about = 0 yields, for example.
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• • *Pn^
= Tn(Pa'Pb'Pl''-'Pn) + 1-'^ '^•^ n^ Pa’^ b’Pl’ ' ''Pn^  (2-3)
where is the four-dimensional gradient with respect
to the momentum of the i^ .^ particle. We now divide the 
full radiative amplitude into two parts, the contribution 
from external bremsstrahlung and the contribution from 
all other sources (Tp^)(fig. 2.1(b)),
(full) = (bremsstrahlung) +
We can apply gauge invariance to the full amplitude 
and obtain
-q.Tj^  = + q.T^ (bremsstrahlung). (2.4)
Using charge conservation and equations (2.2) and (2.3), 
equation (2.4) reduces to
-q.Tp = I I q.V® - q.V^ |
X Tn(Pa'Pb:Pl''-'Pn)-
Thus we have obtained an expression for T^^ (full) 
which we can write in increasing powers of q^,
23
Tn" ( f u l l )  = I Qi





(2p^,-q)P  ^ (2p^-q)P
2Pb-q 2p^.q q.V^ - v’”'Ii
X Tn(Pa’Pb;Pl’"-Pn)
(+ I gauge invariant terms of ° ( % ) )  • (2.5)
The next-to-leading term in the cross section l/q^) 
will be associated with interference terms in the squared 
amplitude. We now introduce some notation for the sum 
over initial and final states. We define
n
I %! = I Xj - I X
i j=l  ^ c=a,b
and whenever (2p^ + q) occurs in it is implicitly
replaced in b]
terms are given by
X^ y (2p^ - q). Now the second order
( 2 p ; + q )  A .
2pj.q
' [ l '  ' » ( ? '  «
JV)]
( 2 p ,+ q ).ii
V
J J 2pj.q. .)
n
n
and noting that this will be contracted with a symmetric 





So, up to second order, the hadronic tensor, H , is
given by
- 9^^) iTjil (2.6)
We recall that this is the result exactly corresponding to 
that of Burnett and Kroll [27] which included a summation 
over particle spins. . In ref. [27] , the authors point 
out that the momenta and energy at which . T in 
equation (2.6) is to be evaluated are not unambiguously 
specified. We will evaluate at on-shell, non-radiative
values for the leading term. Off-shell effects for the 
second term are discussed later in this Chapter.
We are now able to calculate the coefficients c^ 
and c^ in equation (2.1). The constant (c^) part of 
equation (2.1) will have a contribution from the interference 
between the leading bremsstrahlung amplitude and the 
gauge invariant amplitude. Any calculation of this term 
will require detailed dynamical assumptions, including 
a knowledge of phase» A priori, we can say little about 
this term but we shall consider some order of magnitude 
arguments. In examining the remaining contributions to 
c^ and higher order terms (cj^ , Cj, ...), we must 
include a consideration of the production of photons via 
vector mesons [29].
We now proceed to an evaluation of the leading
2
bremsstrahlung term ('v l/q^ in equation (2.1)). We 
write the amplitude in a factorised form.




=  I Ql
(2Pi+q)^
2Pi.q
and is the physical production amplitude. The
corresponding inclusive photon cross section is given by 
(see Appendix)
2q
da _ f n d^p.
~  ^  I I I ( n --- -— 3 >  (2%)
!ïï n=2 X=±  ^ i=l 2E.(2w)^°
n
® (Pa+Pb ■ Î Pi) l^ n^ Pa’Pb’Pl’" ‘Pn^ (2-8)
where eV (X = ±) are the transverse polarization vectors
of the real photon and q e,^ = 0U A
beam axis
y
Figure 2.2 Photon produced at 90 to beam direction,
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We choose initially to consider a photon produced 
at 90^-to the beam direction (beam is along z-axis and photon 
is taken for convenience along x-axis, see fig. (2.2)).
In this configuration, the polarization vectors reduce to 
E+ = \/'/2 (0, 0, i, + 1) and it is clear that to a 
leading approximation
_ slgn(y^) 
Pi-1 ”  " (2.9)
where y. is the rapidity of the i particle
Ei + Pi
(^i = * E^. - p.^))
. z  •
and sign(y) = + 1 for y > 0; - 1 for y < 0. From 
equations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), it is now evident that 
the leading bremsstrahlung term in the photon cross 
section will be governed by the "charge fluctuation" 
<A^Q> defined by
P r n I p
<A Q> = < I QiSignCy^) - Q^signCy^) - Q^sign(y^) >. (2.10)
.i—1 J
By making use of the charge sum rules [30], we can write 
the "charge fluctuation" in the following form (Appendix 2.1)
Y  .
<a2q> = - Z I QcQd P dye I Y dYd Ccd(yc'yd) . (2.11)
c d ''o ' “2
where Y is the total available rapidity and is the
usual two-particle correlation function, (a = inelastic 
cross section),
27
This result is related closely to the Zone Graph analysis 
discussed by Baier in ref. [31]«
From equations (2.8) and (2.10), we obtain
- ) 9 0 °  = - ^  ( <a2q>  +  c )  - 2 -  . ( 2 . 13)
h-ïï \ ^
is à correction term which takes into account 
the transverse momentum of the hadrons in the final 
state which was neglected in the approximation of 
equation (2.9)' '
To estimate C^, we use
, (Pi p, +Pi p. )
I Jn-^A Jn-cl = (X I QlQj (E.-p/)(e"-p' )
'O X " "X
Pa Pb Pi - . .
■ 2(Qa Qb Qi (E^-p^ )
^b p \
+ (Qa ËT" + Qb Ë^) }• (2-1^)
Next, neglecting the masses of the beam particles
w.r.t. /s and recalling that p = - p. for centre­
ra z
of-mass collisions, we can eliminate the last two terms 
in equation (2.14). We proceed to expand the first 
term in increasing powers of p^/E and Py/E.
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2 Pi Pi ^
+ slgn(y. )slgn.(y f (1-— ^  + ...) (1+- ^ + . . .)
- P j /  -, \
X (1 -  p + •••)(1 + ô—  + — 5— + ...) I (2.15)
2Ej2 Ej E.2 J / ,
2 2 2 2 2  2 2 2 2 where E = = m + = m +
and is known as the transverse mass. Equation (2.15)
can be divided into two pieces, a term corresponding
to the charge fluctuation (% sign(y^)sign(yj)) and
the correction term C^ .
To obtain an expression for C^, we assume the
pions are produced symmetrically about the beam axis, so
that any terms which are odd in p. or p. will vanish
X y
on integration. In similar spirit, we take 
2 2 2 , Pc -Pa
Px  ^Pt = Py “ d p . P P
2 y y
(p is the two-dimensional transverse momentum vector).
Cf
Since
+  - m^^'2v E + p ^
e y = &n (p---— )-= an (---- -r^ -----m)
B - Pz E - - m^^
=> (e^y + 1)^ (E^ - m^^) = E^ (e^? - 1)^
we have E = m^coshy and also p^. = m^sinhy.
G %c
2E da
Pcm - \ d.^ p
c ,3 V 2 ,2 / 2E
a Pc ^ cosh.y^/ c,h2v)
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The (1/q^) term in the bremsstrahlung spectrum 
(equation (2.1)) has coefficient c^* We estimate this 
contribution by looking at the second order terms in 
equation (2.6). The relevant expression, including 
the photon polarization vectors, is
1  (Ji I
—  q.V^ * -
i l l ■'!*]
* . 4 , b  k 4 . b
X IT^ I (2.17)
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(where = Tn/Pa'Pb'Pl'-'-Pn))
and again by the symmetry of the centre-of-mass proton- 
proton collision, we can take the first term as dominant. 
(The squared amplitude is taken as a constant with respect
to initial state momenta). Summing over the transverse 
polarizations (e^ = ^  (0,0,i, +1) as before for 
photon at 90°), equation (2 .17) becomes
(Pi Pj . + Pi P.1.) (?o^ -
+ p. n J
'V "  Z
(Ej^  - Pi )
(Pi VyJ + Pi V
)' l"n (2.18)
We define Drp to be the coefficient corresponding to 
this second order term, then (dividing throughout by a)
)
d^Pp d3pg
p d - - ; ; 2E^ 2E^" a I 1  QcQd 1 I
\(Ep-Ppj(E^-Pd_) 3Ea
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This term is now to be included in the expression for 
the large angle real photon cross section. Equation (2.13) 
is modified and now becomes
It is appropriate to note here that this equation
is only valid for the q^ ^ o limit and that the last
term will be most sensitive to increases in the value of
q^. The "soft" photon expansion we use is expected to
2
be valid for 2q^E << m (where E aid m are 
respectively the energy and mass of the radiating hadron).
As q^ is allowed to,grow towards this limit, off-shell 
damping effects will become increasingly important. The 
off-shell behaviour of hadronic production amplitudes 
is partly determined by natural damping of multi-Regge 
amplitudes in the Toller variables [32]. (Fig 2.3 illustrates 
the dependence of production amplitudes on the Toller 
variable n)• This effect can be related through unitarity 
and analyticity to the transverse mass dependence of 
the single-particle-inclusive cross section.
In this case, the transverse mass Is defined by '
2 2 ^  2 m^ = (p + p^ ) wiiere p is the virtual mass squared
and p^ is the transverse momentum of the off-mass-shell
leg. Those higher order terms in the expansion of the
photon cross section which are not strongly dominated
by the small q^ limit will be affected by this off-
shell behaviour. Bearing in mind the expected
F(m^) = exp (- arn^ ) behaviour of inclusive cross sections,
we insert a simple exp(-aq^) factor to control this damping.
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=1=2
= n = p + p,
Figure 2.3 Diagram illustrating the dependence of the off-shell 






<A Q> + Cm Dm -aq
(2.20b)
We now consider photons produced along the beam 
direction (0 = 0°). In this case, we shall see that 
the familiar problem of soft photon summation arises. 
The transverse polarization vectors are now 
e+ = 1//Z (0,1, ± 1,0) and
Pl'C± _ 1




H  ^  (2.21)
where is the hadronic azimuthal angle
(Pi = (Ey, Pi COS , p. sln , p. )).
J- 1 iz
2
We proceed naively to calculate the l/q^ term
to order a. The relevant contribution will be




p e p. e J
1 j ^ 7 1 7 1 ^
T ^T
-i$. -i $.




m . e m . e J
ip J pi
Pi .P<
1 / T ^T
1  ^ C  L .  m. e ' V ^ 3  >
iip Jt
where.- p. is the two dimensional vector,
T
p^ = (Pi cos Pi sin $i). Then the real photon
cross section at 0° assumes the following form, when 
we exhibit only the diagonal part of equation (2.22).
2
0 d-^ Pc ‘'c^  2y
e '"2E
... . (2 .23)
^4
We shall show below that this expression has a linear rise 
in s and hence that the perturbation expansion in 
a is in some sense spurious.
We assume a simple form for the inclusive cross- 
section of the produced hadron 30
E da da
d^p
F(Pg ) s(y^) (2.2k)
with the transverse momentum dependence normalized so




and X = 2P^//s only) is largely
Hadronic scaling (i.e. inclusive cross sections as 
functions of p^  
satisfied at higher s values and one consequence is 
that da/dy = g(y) has a constant plateau over the 




LONGITUDINAL C M S  RAPlOltY ,
Figure 2.4 Showing the plateau in rapidity of inclusive cross 
sections (p+p -> ïïtX) at different energies.
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Thus we take g(y) = constant = g(0). The total available
2
rapidity Y ~ &n (s/m ) and so
da
o c ^
This strong peaking of real photon emission parallel to
the beam direction has long been known to experimentalists.
It has also been seem in early work on radiative
corrections and cancellations of infrared divergences [33]- 
2When as/m 1, we should do a complete photon summation 
(i.e. sum over number of photons emitted) particularly 
in view of the difficulty of isolating single photons 
experimentally.
Henceforward we shall concentrate on large angle 
production which will be more relevant to our aim of 
large p^ leptons. It is at least apparent that real 
photons follow broadly the distribution of the hadronic 
final state - what might be described as a halo effect.
The strong collimation of photons with the forward 
hadronic jet can be demonstrated by examining the 
angular distribution. To obtain a rough estimate, we 
consider a photon at 0° together with the radiating 
hadron at 8°, then
P - G I p . ! ^  sin^e
(p.q)^ (E - Ip.1 cos 6)^
sin^e
(1 +--^ -- cos 0)^
36
P
which suggests, ((1 - cos 8) = - 8 /2), an angular 
spread A 8 2m//s, which will be small.
37
APPENDIX 2.1





TOT 2s n=2I ^:n lT2.nl
(2)
Inclusive cross section for particle type c:
" . g r - k J ,  j .
Twice-lnclusive cross section for particles c and d
E E da
09
2? I Ï I
n=2 k'vc j^'X/d
k/A
dnn \  a^(Pk-Pc)







= <n^> a (5)
E E da
d^Pc d3pa




(Qa+Qb>° = I 
c
 ^ g -  Q, (7)
E dMP,
g - ' l  I Q(j fp
d^Pcd^Pd d
(8)
Derivation of charge fluctuation formula:
o <a2q > = ^  I dn^ |T2,nl^
n
^ ^'-1 sign(y^) - sign(y^) - sign(y^) V  (9)
For centre-of-mass collisions of identical particles, 
(Qa = Qb> ®dgn(y ) = - slgn(y^)),
o<A^Q> - t  I
n=2
X I Q^Qj sign(y^) sign(yp^
= I
c
+ I I QcQd I I aycd/d % d ? %  slgn(y^) sign(y^)
c“-'d.
and using equations (7) and (8)
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a<A^Q> <n>a + (Q^ + Q^) a - <n>a
- 2 I I Q 0
c d c^d
I ^0 r2 f2 fO. r2
+ da
-Y O' 0 -Y
2 2
i IfO f2 2 0
dy^dy^ ‘^ c^'^ yd
[ - f I
-Y 0 0 -Y
2 2
Ccd(?c'yd)aycayd









In this chapter we consider how the methods of 
Chapter II can be extended to the case of low mass 
e e pair production. The pair creation process 
relevant to this discussion is shown in fig. 3-1
/
/q
Figure 3.1 Amplitude for pair production via a virtual photon.
and involves the decay of a soft virtual photon 
(q 0, q^ ^ 0). We use k and k' for the lepton 
momenta ( q = k + k ‘).
To obtain an expression for the e^e” pair 
production via this soft virtual photon emission, we work 
with an analogy of equations (2.6) and (2.8). The 
hadronic tensor H^^ (equation (2.6)) is continued to 
small q / 0 and the denominators (off-shell hadronic 
propagators) will now become (2p^.q + q ). The sum 
over real photon polarization vectors which appears in 
equation (2.8) is replaced for the virtual photon decay 
process by a leptonic tensor A squared photon
propagator will also be required. Thus we have
41
4- -, «> r f n
hlr k I ÉS_______ =  ê _  L_ y ( T ___________
° ° d^kd^k' (2ir) n=2 J li=l 2E. (2ir)3
1
U. k n ,
X (2tt) 6 (Pa+Pb-* I Pi) -- ^  (3.1)
We use Feynman rules (see Appendix) to obtain 
Setting the electron mass squared equal to zero 
(m„^ = 0),
S v  = Tv*)
= Tr X' Yy X
Since is gauge invariant, we can rewrite
equation (3.1) in terms of an effective photon cross
3
section (2q^ da/d q)^^^. This effective cross section 
is obtained by replacing in the real photon
cross section by (X = ±,0) (i.e. q^ / 0) with the
properties q.e^ = 0, -g^^ and
\ q
Now clearly we can write
and, by making use of equation (3*3) and gauge invariance, 
this becomes
42
= xJ.O vl.,„ <3-«
and equation (3*1) can be written
2
^ ^ 0 %  ' - j -- - g —  =  ^  6(q^-2k.q) (^ ^^ {^ (g^ -k-k')
° ° d^kd^k' 2ir'^ ) Q
X (2q ^  I If Tr(pW) (3.5)





...l.o J .  u J i
(3.6)
and the virtual photon decay distribution
'^X (-2Spv + ;2 (k'pkv + kpk'v)) .
^XX- = ------- ---------- 1---------------------  ---- \ (3.7)
q
For the case of a single electron (or positron) 
detected at a production angle of 0° to the beam direction, 
we define the x-axis perpendicular to the beam direction 
in the plane containing the beam and the detected lepton.
The angle between the virtual photon and the lepton is 
designated 0 and the azimuthal angle denoted by (j).*
This configuration is shown in fig. 3.2 for 0 = 90°.
Using the conservation of momentum delta function, we 
can integrate over the undetected lepton momentum.
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y
Figure 3.2 Showing the orientation of the virtual photon with 
respect to a lepton produced along the x-axis.
We note
dq^ d \  6(q^ - 2k.q) 6^ (g_ - k - k ' ), = d^q 6^(q _ k - k')
2
“ In.1 d_9.Q dcos0 d(J) 6^(q - k - k')
d^k’and integrating over ^  ■, obtain
o
dq^ d \  6(q^ - 2k. q) 6^(g_ - k - k ' )
3v.
2k









Now we can express the single lepton inclusive cross 
section in terms of an integral over the effective 
photon cross section.
2k- da _ a ■ [ 
^lkl J
d* 2q da
X 4 Tr(pW) (3.9)
We are interesi:ed in those contributions for which the 
hadronic propagators stay near the mass shell and the 
virtual photons remain soft. The integrals in equation 
(3 .9) are dominated by their lower limits - the region 
where our approximations are valid. If we look at the
2 2region where q << 4k^ , the well known parent-child 
kinematics lead to the Sternheimer formula [34]. This 
formula gives cos0 = 1 and q^ ~ k^ , which means that 
the produced lepton follows closely the direction of the 
parent virtual photon and is created with energy 'V' q . 
We can derive this result easily fnom equation (3.8).
Using q^ = q^^ - equation (3 .8) will yield
a quadratic equation in q^ with solutions
h q^ ±. |k| cose[q^(q^. - 4k^^ + 4|k|^cos^e)] ^  )
(kg^ - |k|^ cos^e)
(3.10)
The condition for real roots gives
2
cos e > 1 - ------ 0----
4|k|




for = 0 and = Ik I = k. For the Sternheimere o '— '
2 2 2 
limit, q /4k << 1, equation (3.11) implies cos 8 = 1
Evidently, cosG / 1 since this would involve
q^ > 2kq^ => q^/4k^ > q^^ ^ q^ => q^ > 4k^. Hence
COS0 = 1. The lower limit of the energy integration is
found from equation (3*10) by putting cos0 = 1 and
taking the minus sign. (The electron mass must be




with m 0 (3.12)
Thus q^ ~ k and we have the Sternheimer result.
The single lepton cross section now appears as
2k da a
° d^k 2ir^
f dqZ ‘^‘ip f
2 2 




X 4 Tr (pW) (3.13)
and we shall discuss further the question of the range of 
integrations in Chapter IV.
We concentrate on the production of leptons perpendicular 




q = (q^, IçlI COS0, |q_| sin0cos(|), |q_| sin0siri(j))
^  (O,-sln0;Cos0cos# + isln^,cos0sln# - icos#)
E_ = ^  (O,sin0,- COS0COS# + isin#, - cos0sin(j) - icos#) 
Eq = yT^ ( |g_| ,qQCOS0,q^sin0cos(j),q^sin0sin4)).
The numerator of (equation (3*7)) can he modified,
by using the property q.E^ = 0. Also,
- o' + (0, - ^  |g.|cos0 + k, - Igjslnecos*,
k
” ^  lq.1 sin0sincj))
2 • 2 
then put |gj = q^ - cos0 = 1 -  ^ and get
2
(to order sin 0)
o
2 . 2
k = + (0, k(- -^-p- + - ksin0cos4, - ksin0sin#)
y lo  ^ 2q_ ^o
So we have k in terms of q and an expansion up to 
y y .
2 2 2 order q . (We have sin 0 of order q from
equation (3.11)). For the tensor k^k^, removing q^
and q^ terms, only y and z components will be
0(q ), remaining terms are higher order. So, as a
matrix, we can approximate to
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k k k^sin^e 




0 COS ({) co s ^ s i n #
2
0 0 cos({)Sin(j) sin cf)
If we integrate the term proportional to k^k^ 
in Tr (pW), over the azimuthal angle, only the diagonal 
terms will survive. This is a consequence of the 
following integral results
2ir 2 f2TT 2




sin# cos# d# = 0.
So, removing # dependence, we can equivalently use











and note that k^k^/q = 0(1). In the low q
region, we expect that only the transverse polarizations 
will survive, so we replace (2q^ da/d^q)^^^ by the
real photon cross section and assume that the error* 
involved in this substitution will be small. We see from 
equation (3.14) and equation (2.14) that the effect of 
the leptonic tensor k^k^ will be proportional to a sum 






2 %  2 [1 - Ÿ  sln^e]
d-’q ) q
d-^ k 2tt J4m q ^
min
X I2q^ -y- 1 2 [1 - —  sin e ]
(3-15)
with
2 rsin 0 = 1
L2k(q^^ - q2)*
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We discuss the numerical integration of equation
(3.15) fully in Chapter IV, but an analytic approximation
2can easily be found. Expanding sin 8 in powers of
2 • q gives
" q; ^ • ^3.16)
and if y for this estimate only, we let q f k,
min
2 2




- * k w f
g ÿ  r- ( 4 )  f k  + C ï )
DT[Ei’(ak)(l + ak)2 - (i + ak)l (3.17)
where is the Exponential Integral. This result
is derived in the first appendix to this chapter (Appendix
3.1)
Much the yield will originate from pairs with small 
opening angle (ip) t so we must consider the influence of 
experimental cuts when comparing with the data. A 
discussion of opening angles and their kinematic relations 
is given in the second appendix to this chapter.
(Appendix 3.2).
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This estimate of the bremsstrahlung contribution to
_2
electron yield at low transverse momentum has a 
rise (k = k^ at 90°). The electron to pion ratio is 
obviously found by dividing equation (3.17) by a 
relevant parameterization of the large angle pion 
production data.
Finally, we point out that there is some uncertainty
if one extrapolates to virtual photons away from 90°.
o 2 2 2 2Since, at 90 , q^ = 0  and q^ = q + q^ whereas
for 0 < 90°, q^^ - q^^ = + q^ ,^ . By looking at
2 2 2the propagators we can expect that q^ q + q^ 
would be the proper replacement.
At this point, we outline the method for calculating 
the production of prompt electrons at low transverse 
momentum via the vector meson dominated low mass continuum. 
This contribution to the e/ir ratio, as we discussed 
in Chapter I, dominates all other conventional sources 
in the low k^ region.
Vector meson dominated low mass continuum.
Craigie and Schildknecht [l4] point out that the
2 2
low mass vector meson continuum (q << m^ ) strongly 
influences the low transverse momentum lepton yield.
This result is in contrast with previous estimates [13] 
based on the narrow width approximation, which fall 
off steeply for k^ < m^/2, . as we discussed in 
Chapter I. We shall briefly describe the method of
51
ref. [l4]. This contribution is related to the higher 
order terms in the soft- photon expansion.
Traditionally, the single lepton spectrum resulting 
from the production of a parent particle and its 





The parent has momentum q, is the relevant partial
width and B^ is the branching ratio for decays producing 
the required lepton. This format is generalized to a broad 
resonance or continuous mass source by incorporating a running 
mass variable. (Production and decay mechanisms are 
assumed to be factorizable).
2k da
° d^k








The branching ratio is given by
?
Be(<l ) = p -
and the two body decay probability per invariant 
phase space element reduces to
dr
d^k
^ S(q^ - 2q.k)
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Changing the integration variable in equation (3.19) 
to the non-observed lepton momentum yields (k* = q - k)
2k
da 2^  %




X 6((k + k ' ) ^  - q^)
and performing the |k' | integration (m^ = 0) gives
2 2 2 




where ij; is the lepton pair opening angle and Ü is 





° d^q Tr(q^  - m^^)^




where the vector meson-photon Coupling 4 ( = 2.4,
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2 dq"" do — n —  ---- 9 (2q
8k^(l-cosi|))^ V  ° d^q 
2
X
We can substitute the parent cross section
lo do/d3q = c^F(q^2q  „)f(y) and neglect the rapidity
dependence f(y) - f(0). For a 90° trigger angle 
(observed electron along x-axis), we can express the 
undetected lepton momentum in terms of the pair opening 
angle (i|;) and an azimuthal angle (cj)'). In the limit 
- 0,
k ’ = k'(l, cosijj, sinij; sin^', sini|) cos#').
The parent transverse momentum is known.
qm^ = k^ + k ^(cos^ip + sin^# sin^#») + 2kk'cos#
_ , 2 q^(cos^# + sin^# sih^ (t> 0  ‘ q^ cbsi!;V(1 - CO#/
(by conservation .of momentum).
2 _2 
As 'k + 0, q^ is approximated by the k" term and
n rin = (cos^# + sin^#sih^# ' )
q ^ a q —  p  P





a c f(0) dq,j. F(q^)
X I do ^~ p p , r •
y (1-cos#) 11-sin #cos # ]^
Then, assuming a similar form for the pion distribution, 
the leading term of the electron to pion ratio is
e 1 a




F = I  F(q^)dq^
1-e dcos#  d#_'
-1 (l-cos^) [l-sln^^cos^*']*
(e is connected with opening angle considerations in
the m^ 0 limit, see Appendix 3 >2) .
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APPENDIX 3.1
For simplicity, since we see that the energy
integration in equation (3.17) is dominated by the lower














= r(o,ak) - 2akr(-l,ak) + 2a^k^r(-2,ak) (ii)
where r is the incomplete gamma function [35]
r(e,x) = [ e"^ t^'l dt
/ -V
which satisfies the functional relation
r(3+l ,x) = 3f(3,x) + x^e”^ (iii)
and in particular
r(-l,x) = x ’^e”^ _ r(o,x)
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- i t X e ^ - x ^ e ^  + r(0,x)). (iv)
Then using (iii) and (iv) in (ii),
-aq-o : 2
e ° / 1 _ 2k ^ 2kf __ak,
%o











Discussion of opening angles;
We can obtain, from equation (3 .10), the upper 
limit of energy integration.
_ q
o^ _ 2max 2m_
4m 2 il
ko + |k| ( 1 ----S-)
2
as m +.0', k = Ikl = k. m 2 e ’ o
e
(i)
Similarly for m = 0 , with opening angle #,
q = 2kk' (1 - cos #)
and so
^o ^ ^ 2k(l - cos #) (ii)
Then from (i) and (ii), we clearly have the restriction
= >
k + 2k(li cos t) =
e
(1 - COS #) > — 2— 2—  2
2k (q - m^ )
m.
2k2 •
Hence, in taking a zero electron mass limit, we have
as a consequence to impose the condition (c.f. equation (3.22)).
m.
(1 - cos #) i = — 2 *
2k
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When opening angle cuts are Imposed experimentally, 
 ^^ the effect is reproduced by modifying q
max
(cut) = k +
max 2k(l - cos ) '
Clearly for all cases of practical interest (1 - cos Jp^ ) >> Eq 
The (considerable) effect of 5° and 10° cuts on the 
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It is natural that any production mechanism which 
involves bremsstrahlung must in some sense be controlled
by the charge distribution in the final- state. Indeed,
2 'the coefficients <A Q>, and which arise in our
expressions for real photon and lepton yields are clearly
most sensitive to charge structure. Our "charge
2
fluctuation", <A Q>, defined in equation (2.10) is
related (equation (2.11)) to the charged particle rapidity
correlation functions. The correction term
(equation (2.16)) and the second order coefficient
(equation (2.19)) have similar, but more complicated,
expressions. To begin this chapter, we will discuss
the available experimental information and then use the
relevant data to estimate our coefficients.
The accumulated data on centre-of-mass charge fluctuation
in proton-proton collisions shows a slow rise with energy.
2 2(Note that . <u > = i <A Q> is strictly defined as the 
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Figure 4.1 Compilation of data for 'charge fluctuation'.
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2
we show a compilation of data for <A Q> plotted
against (see for example ref. [36]). The
line is a (by hand) parameterization given in ref. [37]>
<A Q> = .$6&n(s) + .76. Detailed investigation of the
charge structure of many-particle events was originally
proposed to differentiate between theoretical models
for the underlying production process. For example,
2
the behaviour of <A Q> has been examined to compare
fragmentation and multiperipheral cluster models. The
multiperipheral philosophy predicts [38] that the
charge fluctuation will approach a constant at asymptotic
energies, but the, fragmentation picture [39] results in
an increase proportional to /s.
The observed approximate &n(s) rise in the <A Q> '
data could be explained by a simple quark-parton model
[37]. Under the assumption that valence quarks populate
predominantly the ends of the rapidity plot, the
fluctuation of quantum number in the central region
is taken to be the result of fluctuation in the quark
sea. Then, since recombination and resonance decay
can be considered short range effects and consequently
energy independent, the energy dependent part of 
2<A Q> can be associated with fluctuations of quarks and 
antiquarks from the sea. Quark-parton models with a 
random distribution of charges of sea quarks can predict 
a &n(s) dependence for <A Q> (proportional to the 
number of quarks and antiquarks present).
The charge structure of multiparticle final states 
has also been tested for evidence of "local compensation 
of charge" [36]. A Zone graph analysis (see for example 
ref. [31]) is often used, where - Z(y) is defined as
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the charge transfer across the rapidity value y and 
Z(0) is the c.m. charge transfer. In ref. [36], the 
authors compare the experimental results with a random 
charge allocation model and conclude that in.the central 
region charge is compensated over a mean length of .75 
units of rapidity. The well known "leading particle 
effect" is also observed.
A direct implication of local charge compensation 
and the leading particle effect should be that the dominant 
contribution to the charge fluctuation must come from 
the centre of the central region.
Experimentally, charged particle*distributions have
been studied in the 30" hydrogen bubble chamber at
Fermilab, which of course allows charge identification,
and at I;SR. Data from FNAL is available at P^ab “ ^05 GeV/c
[40] and at = 102, 400 GeV/c [41, 42, 43 , 44]. ¥e
can use the results of the Rochester-Michigan collaboration
[4l, 42, 43] to examine the consistency condition for 
2<A Q> and the charged particle rapidity correlation 
functions 0^^(y^,y^), equation (2.11), since the 
++, -- and +- charge combinations are separated. The 
quantity measured is not simply ^cd’ the
"normalized correlation function"
C-4(y„,yd)
“ ,1 da x ,1 da . '
(This form of the correlation function is chosen by 
experimentalists because of its insensitivity to 
secondary interactions [45]). Clearly
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Rcd(yc'yd) •<? d/c "^ d^
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Figure 4.2 (a) Contour plot for correlation function at 
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Figure 4.2 (b) Contour plot for correlation function R__ at
102 GeV/c against c.m. rapidity.
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Figure 4.2 (c) Contour plot for correlation function at
102 GeV/c against c.m. rapidity.
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the contour plots of for ++, -- and +- charge
combinations of produced pions , for p^^^ = 102 GeV/c,
plotted against centre-of-raass rapidity. Data taken
from these plots and integrated numerically over the
asymmetric region indicated by equation (2.11) (with
bin size 0.^), yields a value of 2.9 ± for the
charge fluctuât ion Jhis is compared with the quoted
value of 3*60 ± .16. In identifying particles for
these two-pion correlations, those particles which
were identifiable as protons by track ionization were
removed and all particles with longitudinal momentum
> 4 GeV/c were also excluded (thus removing fast
forward protons). The symmetry of the pp incident
channel was used to reflect data about expected axes of
symmetry. Misidentification of particles (approximately
1% e", 7^ K", 2% p ; 1% e'*’, 10% a nd 13% P in central
region) and the removal of protons as described above
mean that we cannot calculate the true charge fluctuation
from this data and thus partially explain the discrepancy
2between given and calculated values of <A Q>. However, 
we conaider that this data can be used to provide (at 
worst) a good estimation of the size of our coefficients. 
Before going on to evaluate the coefficients and D^,
we make some observations on the overall shape of the 
Ccd correlations.
The energy dependence of inclusive pion correlations 
is shown to be weak by comparison of results at 
p^^^ = 102 GeV/c and at P^^b “ ^^0 GeV/c (see fig.
4.3 [43] for a comparison of the two charged particle 
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Figure 4.3 Contour plots for for charged pions against c.m, 
rapidity at (a) p^^^= 102 GeV/c,
(b) p ^ ^ =  400 GeV/c.
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striking feature in fig. h,2 is the elongation of the
contours along values of constant Ay = |y^  - y^| for +-
and, to a lesser extent, for -- charge combinations.
This short range correlation appears translationally 
invariant, at least in the central region. Thus we are 
seeing the evidence for local compensation of charge.
(Some evidence for simultaneous dissociation of protons 
and long-range diffractive correlations can also 
be found |V2]). At this point, it is interesting to note
that simple energy-momentum sum rules can produce positive
values of R in the central region of rapidities. If 
we define
cd
^2 = <no%d - - <nc><"d>'
the second Mueller correlation moment, then
«cd(yc'^d) %  %  " V y d  = ^ f
and Î2^ cannot vanish by energy-momentum sum rules [30].
For azimuthal angle correlations (the angle between
the transverse momenta of the two produced particles,
defined by cosf^a = Pq "P^ /|Pc IIP& l); ^e show data
T T T T
(fig. h,h) again from the Rochester-Michigan collaboration 
at p^^^ = 102 GeV/c [4l]. (Protons and events with 
less than six charged particles have been removed). *














Figure 4.4 Azimuthal angle dependence (normalised to 1).
Momentum conservation requires some anti-correlation; 
the short range anti-correlation in (j)^  ^ for +- 
may be associated with local transverse momentum 
conservation for particles which are strongly correlated 
in rapidity. The smaller anti-correlation for 
and ++ results from the corresponding reduced rapidity 
correlation: The azimuthal dependence for the charge
combination +- can be approximated by a simple 
function ~ (1 - cos 4^^). The the "average value" 
of cos
<cos - ®cd *cd)
Bcd^is given trivially by (- .
The short range behaviour in azimuthal rapidity 
correlations of like-charged particles, which is often 
known as the Goldhaber effect, has been observed in 
some experiments [46]. These correlations, which have
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a rise at Ay = 0, = 0, can be explained in
multiperipheral or cluster models by the effect of Bose- 
Einstein statistics [4y, 48]. We do not take into 
account this enhancement since the effect is very subtle 
compared to overall structure.
For transverse momentum correlations, no systematic 
trends have been isolated [49].
With these patterns of behaviour in mind, we can 
expect the two-particle correlation function to have 
the following simple form
(For the azimuthal dependence, we let B^^ 0 for
++ and -- charge combinations). The parameter a 
is associated with the correlation length and
- 2 ± 1 [4o].
In equation (4.2) we have assumed independent 
transverse momentum distributions in analogy with the 
single particle inclusive crossssection. (See equation 
(2.24) and fig. 2.4). For inclusive charged pion production, 
the cross section is given in the form [49, 5o]
E -j —-  = A exp ( -  B m ) . ( 4 : 3 )
If we take average values over charges of the parameters, 
lab
_P
then at p.., = 102 GeV/c, A = 145 mb (GeV)" and
B = 6.0 (GeV)"^. This corresponds to the central region.
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Rewriting equation (4.3) as
^  = ». " s ' (4.4)
where F(p^) a exp (- B m^) and | F(p^) p^ = 1,
we have p.^  = 19*5 mb (GeV) We can of course use
this expression to predict the "average values" of functions
r 2of Pgi, i.e. <h(p^)> = b(p^)F(p^)d p^. Some useful
values obtained in this way are given in Table 4.1. The 












While we have continuously used a "central region" 
approximation (both in equation (4.2) and equation (4.4)), 
we must notice that the rapidity plateau is not fully 
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Figure 4.5 Single pion inclusive cross section plotted against 
c.m. rapidity.
Since we know that at asymptotic energy the central 
region will dominate the rapidity space, we consider we 
are justified in using this approximation to estimate thé 
yields.
We have now reviewed all the information we shall














2m ^ c o s h ^ y ^  ^  2 m c ^ m d ^ c o s h y ^ c o s n y d
By the symmetry of the single-particle-inclusive cross 
sections, we can replace the double-inclusive cross 
section by the correlation function. (The integrals 
over single-inclusive cross sections are odd in 
integration variables and vanish by symmetry).. Then 





+ 1 1  Q^Q
c d c^d aycdya Ccd(yo'yd)
< s r )  <cos*cd> sechy^ sechy^
Pcm. .Pd
2 ' % '  ' %
X [1 - sign(y^)sign(y^)]
2
+ slgn(y^)slgn(y^)
m ( - ^ ) .  sech^y,
m
^ ---2 } sech" (4.5)
and the value obtained using this equation and results 
given above (numerical integration over rapidities) is I.I89
Coefficient Dm
From equation (2.19),













T Ï T ^
2E„2Ej da
a^PqA^Pd
and we shall use the same approach as for coefficient 
to estimate this term.
We take the approximations given by equation (4.4) 
for the single-particle inclusive cross section and 
by equation (4.2) for the two-particle correlation 
function and use these to estimate the derivatives.




exp(-a|y^-y^|) = a sign(y^-y^) exp(-a|y^-y^|)
— exp(-Bmrn) = - B —  exp(-Brnm).
X  ^ ^
Again we shall make use of symmetry by setting odd
integrands equal to zero. In this we find that, as
before, double-inclusive cross sections can be
replaced by two-particle correlation functions. We
P% Py •
do the usual expansions in powers of ^  and ^





+  I I Q q Q d  I  \ a y c ^ y dC O .
P c  P d
I ^ - slgn(7j.)sign(y^)]
Crji d^
P 2
- I <— sechy^sign(y^)slgn(y^)
2
sign(y -y.) f Pc_ ^d.
+  “  ■■ s i n h  ÿ ,  -  I T  s e c h y ^ s e c h y ^ < c o s 4 . ^ ^ >
T dÿ
+ sign(y )sign(y,)(l - m <-^^><;^> sech^y
“c„
Pc Pd
- sech^y^ + sechy^sechy^ <cos<fe^ >^)
“d^ °T
]
- a sign(y^-y^)slgn(y^)sechy^ [ - m^^<^^>sech^y^]
“dj
^ Ccd(yc'yd)"
Now we revert to numerical integration over correlations 
using the data from the contour plots to find D,p. For 
this coefficient we get 20. In view of the
successive approximations that have been made (some 
accuracy is inevitably lost, by the averaging methods) 
this value can only be regarded as an order of magnitude 
result. Without using explicit models for the production 
amplitudes, we cannot obtain an exact value.
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2
The values obtained above for <A Q>, and
are inserted in equation (3-15) and then the
integrations over virtual photon energy (q^) and
2
mass squared (q ) were performed numerically for a
range .05 -»■ .40 GeV/c in . A Romberg type integration
package was used [51]. An upper limit of /s/2 was
enforced on photon energy when the maximum kinematically
allowed (q ) was in excess. The upper limit of 
max
2
energy integration was taken as 4Xk with X = 0.1.
The lepton spectra depend only logarithmically on this 
upper limit and consequently are relatively insensitive 
to variations: in X. To illustrate this, the effect of 
changing from X = 0.1 to a k-independent upper limit 
of 1 GeV (two very extreme situations) result in a 
factor of 0.8 increase at k = .1. We also calculate 
the muon production yield although the large muon mass 
brings the whole "soft" photon approach into question 
and we feel that the results should only be trusted 
qualitatively.
The lepton/pion ratios are calculated at 
/s = 52.7 GeV for comparison with CHORMN data (although 
we work at 90°, we have already seen in Chapter I that
we expect "large angle" results to apply at 32°). 
The fit of ref. [52] for 90° pions is used and o 
taken from ref. [53], we take tt = i(w^ + tt“) .
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CHAPTER V
The lepton/pion ratios resulting from the two 
bremsstrahlung terms we have calculated and from the 
low mass continuum are shown (separately) in fig. 5-1 
together with the maximum total effect. The e/w 
ratio shows a steep rise for small k^, but the vi/tt 
ratio (fig. 5.2) is flatter. These estimates do not 
include the contribution from interference between the 
gauge invariant part of the direct photon piec e and the 
leading bremsstrahlung term (see Chapter II). If this 
is maximally constructive, it could give rise to a 
20-30% increase in these results (from considering the 
magnitudes of the respective diagonal terms). We also ■ 
show (fig. 5'3) the same electron expressions but 
with a 5° opening angle cut and the low k^ data.
Although the combined effect does not completely 
reproduce the data, we can nevertheless see that these 
QED effects give a substantial contribution to a 
rising signal at low k^. (This work has been reported 
in ref. [ 54] ).
The proliferation of models for single lepton and
pair production in hadronic collisions, covering the
2
whole range of q and transverse momentum, testifies 
to the great interest in this field. Of the equivalent 
languages used for discussing electromagnetic processes, 
it seems that quark-parton (especially Erell-Yan) ideas 
work well for large masses but lose their clarity for 
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Figure 5.1 Contributions to e/ïï ratio. Curves shown are
  leading order calculation,
------ next-to-leading,













Figure 5.3 e/ir ratio with 5° opening angle cut enforced and 
low data. Curves as in figure 5.1.
Modifications of these basic processes abound: Drell-Yan 
models with quarks coming not from incident hadrons [55]j 
constituent interchange models where quarks and mesons 
interact [56], massive virtual photon decay [57] - to 
list only a few of the more well-known suggestions. The 
inter-relation between the two fundamental methods is 
still not clear and calculations such as the present one, 
which have some success in explaining the data, point the 
way to further modifications - the obvious one is quark 
bremsstrahlung.
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Further experimental measurements at still lower 
and low mass pair data will provide a clear test of this 
calculation. (A. brief analysis of the mass spectrum 
of this calculation is given in Appendix 5*1)• If, 
when the levels of charm lepton production have been 
clarified (possibly by looking at correlations [58] 
or neutrino measurements to study charm cross sections), 
the known sources still cannot explain the data, there 
always remains the suggestion [59] that an unobserved light 
mass particle is responsible. But the chances of such 
a particle having avoided detection seem prohibitively 
low. •
The search for the W many years ago led to the 
startling advances in theoretical understanding during 
the last decade. Now unified theories of weak and 
electronmagnetic interactions suggest [6o] that the W 




The mass spectrum of the pairs produced via 
bremsstrahlung is given by
dq_ -aq,
^ 1_ r"__ 111 e ° (i)
where the upper limit is controlled by the exponential 
d amp in g (see Chapter II). If we put Z = q ^ / , 
we can re-^ite equation (i) as
dqZ qZ 1 7?-
dZ . (il)
The parameter a comes from the transverse momentum
dependence of single-particle-inclusive cross sections
and is often approximated by a = 2/<p^>. This leads
us to expect, from equation (ii), that the 1/q
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PART TWO
An absorbed Mueller-Regge model for the 
process tt” + p -► p + X.
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CHAPTER I
Regge theory, since its introduction into particle 
physics ('x, i960), has been applied to strong interaction 
processes with considerable success [l, 2, 3]« The 
theory is based on the generalization of angular 
momentum (&) from a discrete to a complex variable.
Regge showed that, for a wide class of potentials, the 
only singularities arising in the 8-matrix were simple 
poles which move with energy, I = a(s) where a(s) 
is called a Regge trajectory. Trajectories passing 
close to integral or half-integral'values of a 
describe strong interaction resonances or bound states. 
High-energy, two-body reactions are dominated by 
Regge poles in the crossed channel. When trajectories 
are displayed on a Chew-Frautschi plot (s vs. Re(a)), , 
they become straight lines connecting hadron families 
with the same isospin, baryon number and strangeness 
(see e.g. [4]). Hence we have a correlation between 
Regge poles and the observed spectrum of hadronic 
bound states and resonances. Another important 
aspect of the theory is the connection with the quantum 
exchange idea which has been so successful in the field 
theoretic description of electromagnetic interactions. 
Constraints'. on the theory are imposed by such 
considerations as duality and consequently the 
predictive power is increased.
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The successes of Regge theory in coherently 
explaining a wide range of two-body scattering data 
have caused the underlying ideas to become an 
accepted basis for strong interaction theories and 
models [5]• While the quark model studies the problem 
in a completely different way, it is no coincidence that 
it can explain the linear trajectory at low energy.
A simple pole model can always be used to estimate 
results in two body scattering; it is the only model 
which is broadly predictive with an acceptable accuracy. 
Characteristically Regge poles can successfully 
predict for 2-body exchange processes: the magnitude 
of differential cross sections up to a factor of 2; 
the helicity structure; the energy dependence over 
a range 4 ->■ 400 GeV/c and the approximate behaviour, 
with respect to momentum transfer.
There is strong theoretical and experimental 
evidence to support the inclusion of Regge cuts as 
corrections to the simple poles. To cite a popular 
example, pole-only models predict zero polarization 
for ïï" + p TT° + n whereas experiments give a 
non-zero result [5]* Regge cuts(corresponding to 
cuts in the complex angular momentum plane) are required 
theoretically by unitarity arguments [1].
Pion-nucleon backward scattering, (when the 
direction of motion of the nucleon is reversed after 
a centre-of-mass collision), provides an opportunity 
to investigate the exchange of baryon Regge trajectories 
There are some special peculiarities of baryon exchange 
processes [3, 5, 6, 7]. Consideration of kinematic
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singularities for baryon exchange of given signature 
requires that there must be two trajectories of opposite 
parity (hence opposite naturality = signature x parity, 
n = tP). The two trajectories are known as parity 
doublets and the result is known as MacDowell symmetry [8]. 
If we take u as the squared momentum transfer between 
the incoming meson (pion) and the outgoing baryon 
(nucleon), then both the trajectories (a) and the 
Regge residues (residue of amplitude at pole, 3) are 
analytic functions of Æ  and obey
a^(/d) = a"( -/Ü), 3^(/u) - g" (-Æ).
For linear trajectories, parity partner states are 
degenerate in mass. This mechanism (a consequence of 
the analyticity assumptions) is an example of 
"conspiracy". Experimentally the parity doublets are 
not well observed. A dynamical solution to the problem 
was suggested by Carlitz and Kislinger[9]; they proposed 
that a fixed angular momentum plane cut should be 
introduced. A branch point is inserted at (where
a(/ü) = Og + a'(/û) ) and the unwanted parity partner 
states are placed on the unphysical side of the cut for 
u > 0. Thus we see that for baryon exchange it is 
particularly important to introduce Regge cuts.
Absorption corrections are commonly assumed to 
include the effect of Regge cuts which correspond to 
iteration of Pomeron (Regge trajectory with zero 
quantum numbers) exchange.
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Two-body, pion-nucleon backward scattering has been 
studied extensively with different Regge cut models 
[10, 11]. Good agreement with the available 
differential cross section data can be obtained, and 
broadly speaking the cuts reduce the overall 
normalization but do not greatly alter the shape. 
Polarization data is not so well explained and the- 
predictions of different models vary appreciably.
We now turn to a field which has aroused much 
interest during the past few years - production processes 
From an experimental standpoint this is an important 
subject since production accounts for 80% of the 
total cross sections at presently available energies.
The adoption of the inclusive approach is particularly 
useful in the investigation of production processes.
We shall concentrate on the single-particle inclusive 
case a + b c + X, where one particular type of 
particle (c) alone is selected in the final state.
This procedure allows the theoretician to extract 
information from an otherwise unmanageably complicated 
system. Similarly, inclusive experiments are 
comparatively simple when contrasted with exclusive 
many-body experiments which present various difficulties, 
particularly with neutral particles.
The introduction of Mueller's Generalised Optical 
theorem [12] has made inclusive reactions accessible 
to Regge analysis and Regge phenomenology has developed 
rapidly. Single particle inclusive reactions have been 
widely studies using both pole-only and pole + cut
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models. Again there are both theoretical [13] and 
phenomenological [l4] arguments for the inclusion of 
cuts. An impressive array of cut-corrected models 
for basic reactions with meson pole exchange testifies 
to the wide interest in this field (see for example 
refs. [15, 16, 17, 18]). We shall be interested in the 
backward inclusive reaction tt" + p p + X and we 
shall develop an absorbed Mueller-Regge model for this 
process. In the first place we look at the general 
framework of inclusive reactions.
The single particle inclusive*cross section 
corresponding to the reaction a + b c + X is given
by [19, 20]
' ' c  = ^  A
X (2n)^^^XPa+Pb-Pg- I P^)





where 1/n.^ ! is the statistical factor and F is 
the flux, which is given by
F = 2 a? (s, 0^ 2)
and A is the Kibble function,
2 2 2 A(x,y,z) = X + y + z - 2xy - 2yz - 2xz.
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The single particle inclusive process is a function 
of three independent invariants. We follow the backward 
scattering convention and define (see fig. 1.1)
u
M'
Figure 1.1 Single particle inclusive process a + b-> c + X 
with invariants s , u and M .
s = (p^ + Pb) ,
u = (p^ - Pg)2
and
= (Pa + Pb - Pc)^'
i(M = mass of missing state X). Then if we put 
2
t = (p^ - p^) we have
2 2 2 2 
s + t + u = m„ + m, + m^ + M . a D c
The limits of the physical region are given by [21]
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+
p o o p
M + m  -m, -m  a p c
2/s
(1.2)
In terms of invariants,
(2it)3 2Eg -^0
a-p,
I6ïï^  A^\s,m ap ,
^ ° . dudM‘
(1.3)
= f (ab ->■ c).
The Mueller Generalized Optical theorem [12]
relates the inclusive cross section to the forward
2
discontinuity in M of the 3 ^ 3  amplitude i.e.
f(ab ^ c) ~ disc g <a'b'c'|A|abc> (1.4)
M
with Pa = Pa,, ?b ^ ^b'’ Pg = Pg'- The required 
six-particle amplitude is not the physical 3 -*• 3 
amplitude, but one that has been analytically 
continued so that the aubenergies s^ ^^  and s^,^, 
are above and below their respective cuts (s^^ = s + ie, 







Figure 1.2 Diagramatic representation of Mueller’s 
Generalized Optical theorem.-
If we write the physical 3 3 amplitude as
2
A(s + ie, M , s + ie) then equivalently equation (1.4) 
becomes
f(ab + c) ~ disc « A(s-ie, M , s+ie).
M •
(1.5)
The spin effects in inclusive processes can be
studied by incorporating helicity dependence into
/
the Generalized Optical theorem. To this end we use 
six particle s-channel helicity amplitudes with the 
freedom of having different final and initial helicities 
[23]. The Mueller theorem now takes the form
^^a ' ’ ^ b’^   ^ I ^a ’ ^ b^
M a ’ b’ c
(1.6)
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where A’s are helicitiesof particles and k denotes 
summation of the helicities of the missing mass X.
We can now consider the constraints imposed on the 
Mueller amplitudes by parity and time reversal 
invariance [24, 25]. To obtain the parity relation, 
we first consider the pseudo-twu-body amplitude,
X < A g , K | A ( * i ) U a ’^b^
where s^  ^ denotes the spin of a particle or 
conglomerate, Pj_ = intrinsic parity and (j)^^ are 
angles of the particles internal to the composite 
state X. Integrating over these angles we obtain 
the final result.
X disc^2 “^a*’“^b*’“^ c (^*7)
If we now consider time reversal, we immediately see 
that the time reversed Mueller amplitude is not a 
Mueller amplitude (because of the special continuations 





d isc . .2
Figure 1.3 Time reversed Mueller amplitude,
Consequently time reversal can give no additional 
relationships between Mueller helicity amplitudes.
The Mueller amplitudes satisfy the hermiticity 
condition [24]
a ’ b’ c
" <^a*^b)^clA l^a*»^b'’^c'^







Figure I.M- Representing hermiticity condition for Mueller 
amplitudes.
The total number of Mueller helicity amplitudes
b
2 2 2 is given by x x where = 2s^ + 1
are the number of helicity states of the particle. 
Parity invariance reduces the number of independent 
amplitudes by a factor of two and so does hermiticity 
Hence the number of independent amplitudes is 
i ^ 1,^ 2 ^
Tire quantities available to be measured 
experimentally are the inclusive cross section, the 
polarization of the produced particle and the target 
asymmetry. We have (see Appendix 1.1)
da
dudM 6>tTr^ k^ N,N, a D
H (1.8)
where k is the initial state c.m. three-momentum and
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H = disc <Aa,,Ab''^c'|A|Aa,%b'Ar> (1-9)
Iambic NT a D c a b c
The polarization of a produced spin i particle is 
given by [16, 25, 26 ]
P = 1 ^ W ... (1.10)
I H a t e
Iambic Iambic
and similarly, for target particle with spin -J-, the 




With the results of the Mueller Generalized 
Optical theorem, we are able to apply Regge theory to 
an inclusive reaction. The general rule for invoking 
Regge behaviour is that if any energy variable is 
large, then in the channel crossed to that variable 
there is a leading Regge pole.
For the purposes of Regge analysis, we find it 
convenient to divide phase space into three regions: 
the beam (p^) fragmentation region, the central 
region and the target ,(P^ ) fragmentation region.
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In the beam' fragmentation region, the square of 
the four-momentum transfer between the beam particle 
(p^) and the produced particle (p^), u, is fixed 
and finite. The beam fragmentation region is further 
subdivided into the following three Regge limits [ 19]•
2 2a) The fixed - M limit where u and M are
fixed and small and —p The Regge behaviour
M
is given by
f(ab-.e) . 1  I
(1.12)
where 3^ is the Reggeon-particle coupling, 
is the pole trajectory and fib^jb the 
forward Reggeon-particle scattering discontinuity.
b) The triple-Regge limit where u is fixed and
s 2small and —p ^ " and M %. In this limit,
M
the inclusive cross section retains the form of 
equation (1.12), but the forward Reggeon-particle 
scattering discontinuity becomes
X gij%(u, u, 0) (1.13)
c) The single-Regge limit where u . and -p are
M
fixed and finite. (Note that sometimes in the 
literature the fragmentation region refers
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specifically to the single-Regge limit). In this 
case, the ac channel can no longer Reggeize and 
we have
f(ab.c) u) (1.14)
where n) takes into account the five-point
function.
The Mueller-Regge diagrams corresponding to the 
above limits are shown in figs; 1.5(a), (b), (c) 




Figure 1.5 Mueller-Regge diagrams for the beam fragmentation 
region in (a) fixed-M^, (b) triple-Regge and 
(c) single-Regge limits.
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The situation for the target fragmentation region 
is essentially the same as above, but with the square 
of the four-momentum transfer between target particle 
(p^) and produced particle (p^), t , remaining
fixed and finite i.e. the "other end" of phase space.
The central region (or double-Regge limit) is in 
the centre of phase space. Both t and u are large
with ^  fixed and finite, we have tu = m^s where
m^ is the transverse mass. The corresponding 
Mueller-Regge diagram is given in fig. 1.6.
Figure 1.6 Mueller-Regge diagram for the Central region.
The inclusive cross section is given by
f(ab-c) ~ j I 6%*(0) B^^(O)
.(1.15)
where (^) is the coupling of the Reggeons k, IKx» S
to CC.
In terms of the familiar rapidity variable,
, . ,E + P,,^
y - i £n (g _ , the phase space regions for
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a t b C 4- X with relevant Regge limits are shown 
in fig. 1.7.
c(U 0bO •HbO ■M<U toT) Pi *-><U CX <u 0)•H r—i g. 04-1 a,•H to tCN u uS u, XI CENTRAL
n0 to
•H bO■H bO(0 (U
4-»a <0<u to %
g>0 »—t •HA 4-1orf •Hu U CNiM to E- S
m m max
Figure 1.7 Rapidity space divided into Regge limits,
The leading asymptotic behaviour of the inclusive 
cross sections is provided by Pomeron exchange. The 
Pomeron trajectory has intercept one, a(0) = 1.
Hence, in the single- and triple-Regge regions we have 
(s -»• <*>)
f(ab c) 'v, g(— , u)
i.e. "scaling". In the central region
f (ab + c) ~ h(^) = h(m^^).
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These results had been previously predicted; AFS 
scaling [27] and Feynman scaling [28]. The contribution 
from the exchange of meson trajectories, with 
a(0) 0.5? provide the scale breaking terms and
control the approach to scaling.
In Chapter II we shall develop an absorbed 
Mueller-Regge model for the reaction ir~ + p ^ p + X 




We look at the normalization of the single particle 
inclusive cross section. The total cross section for 
a + b ^ c + X can be written
d^P,
(2w)32Eg (2w)32E%
X (2w)^6^(Pa+Pb-Pc-P%) <c,X|A|a,b> (i)
where denotes summation over particles in the
missing mass, integration over three-momenta of those 
particles and an averaging over initial helicity states. 
<n> is the average multiplicity of c. The differential 
quantity is obtained from (i) by the insertion of 
appropriate delta functions.




X (2x)^6'*(p^+p^j-Pç,-Pj.)6(u - (Pa-Pg)^)
6(M^ - (11)
Evaluating this expression in the c.m. frame, and 
putting F = 4k/s where k is initial state c.m. 
three-momentum, we get (using Mueller's theorem)
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<n> - ^ = — I . (Ill)
3u3M 64wsk "a b ^a’^b’^o ^a^b^o
Since we work in the normal Regge limit (fixed M ), 
we are effectively in that subregion of phase space 
where the produced particle c is at large rapidity 
gap from the rest of the produced particles (M 
cluster). So we expect that <n> 'v 1 since we are 
unlikely to encounter another particle in the rapidity 
neighbourhood of c. So we write (iii) in the more 
conventional form
s da ^ 1  L_ V ■
dudM^ 6 -^TT^ k^  ^a^b a^'^ b'^ c ^a^b^c
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CHAPTER II
We develop a Mueller-Regge model for the study of 
a single particle inclusive process in the normal Regge 
region. We look at backward n" + p -» P + X 
(a + b + c + X) scattering where u is small and 
is fixed.
The single particle inclusive cross section is 
related by the Mueller Generalized Optical theorem 
[12] to six-point Mueller-Regge amplitudes. This 
relationship is shown in Fig. 2.1.
a
disc
Figure 2.1 Generalized Optical theorem in normal Regge limit.
Here and throughout, particle a represents the 
incoming negative pion, particle b represents the 
target proton and particle . c is the produced 
proton. The Mueller-Regge helicity amplitudes 
corresponding to fig. 2.1.are given by
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= I  j / " ' "  r X  ( j y ^  (2.1)K  ^ V y V
where is the Reggeized propagator, is the
(on-shell) current at the particle-particle-Reggeon 
vertex and r is the structure function at the 
inclusive vertex.
In general we have the following relationship 
(see equation (1.8))
da _ 1  ].   Y pr^a^b^c
dudM  ^ e if irV  (2Sa+l)(2s^+l)
where s^  ^ and s^ are the spins of the initial 
state particles and k is the centre-of-mass three- 
momentum (k = I k I ). For tt” + p ^ p + X, particle 
a is clearly spinless, so we can simplify to
^ 1 1 Y rr ^  G / p  p  \
dudM^ (2s^+l) Xj,
and using the expression for the helicity amplitude 
given in equation (2.1),
s _d  ^ 1 „ 1
^ dudM^ 6hTi\^ (2Sb+l)
X I I y  v*'' " (2.3)
Ab'^c ^
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Figure 2.2 Helicity amplitude in normal Regge limit.
the only Regge trajectory which will contribute 
is the 1 = 2» Y = + 1} + , t = - 1 baryon
trajectory (A^). This trajectory is taken as the 
conventional linear trajectory a(u) = + a*u
where as usual and a ’ will be the intercept
and slope on the Chew-Frautschi plot [h, 5, 6] . 
Initially, we take the trajectory as a straight line 
through the A^(1236, and the Ag(2^20, which
gives us the values = 0.05 and a' = 0.9. This 
trajectory is shown in fig. 2.3, plotted with its 





Figure 2.3 trajectory and parity partner showing extinguished 
state.
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The current at the particle-particle-Reggeon 
vertex for this exchange is
= ü(Pg, g
where the particles are on-shell and Q is the 
difference of the incoming and outgoing baryon momenta 
The coupling constant g has been related to the 
A (1236) width via partial wave expansions [30] 
and the value obtained is g /hn = 15.
The spin ^ propagator is given by
(see Appendix)
+ 35 - V v ^ J
^  (p2 - m^)
(u - . (2 A)










Now we can write 31
, I := (2.6)
D K
where we have summed over the helicities and k
and averaged for particle b. Contracting this tensor 
with wave functions (see Appendix) and summing
and averaging over delta helicites will allow us to 
apply the Optical Theorem for two-body scattering 
(M is the relevant energy variable),
  I V (p,r) w'^ '^ V ,(P,r) = (M^) ■ (2.7)
(2s'+l) r
where s' is the spin of the delta.
We can pick out a dominant contribution to 
Im W^^ by looking at the forward Âp + Âp scattering 
amplitude and again using the Optical theorem. We 
make the following identification.
T 2 ^  I v,(P,r) W'''' v^,(P,r)
= (wf)
I 2A. T,(P,r)(2Sj,+l) (2s'+l) %D r,A^
Ill
where belongs to the set of 2 x 5  form factors
which describe elastic Âp scattering. A complete
discussion of this formalism is given in Appendix 2.1.
2 _
For large M we could expect the Âp total cross
2
section to become independent of M , so that we can
2
estimate the M -dependence and magnitude of Im A^  ^
by taking constant = a(Âp) and using
equation (2.8). Hence (Appendix 2.1) we have
I* = ÿ "  a(Âp) (2.9)
In obtaining this result we have assumed that the term 
involving the form factor A^  ^ gives the dominant 
contribution to the Âp total cross section. This 
assumption will almost certainly over-estimate the 
size of A^  ^ and we can expect that a(Âp) will 
not correspond to the full (asymptotic) Âp total 
cross section.
Now by comparison we have
Im a(Âp)p^^ ^b^b
M
add equation (2.5) becomes
XI ^  a(Âp) p^ ^
M V V*




The Reggeization of this amplitude is carried 
out by making the standard substitution [32]
r(f(u)) [1 + It 
U-m  ^ vr
where, x = signature of delta trajectory (= - 1), 
J = spin = 2 » P is the Euler gamma function and 
f(u) - 2 ~ a(u). This procedure employs the 
Gell-Man (or nonsense) ghost killing mechanism. 
Equation (2.2) has now become
f  1 ^
dudM 64^ X X„c c
Pb 4  Pb , Pa , u(Pc'Ao)V V y
X r(| - a(u)) [1 -
X T(l -  aivL) [1 - ] (^) ‘2
* „ a(u)-|-^
(2.10)
We see that this pole-only Reggeized amplitude will 
give us the expected s-dependence; the contraction of 
the structure function with and vertex currents
gives an s^ factor, we have s’^ from the density 
of states factor and the Reggeized propagators will 
give g2a(u)-3^ Hence we have a total g2a(u)-l
dependence as expected.
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The full expression for equation (2.10) is given 
in Appendix 2.2, where it can be seen that (as 
expected) the g^^ terms in the propagators give 
the dominant contribution.
In accordance with the Carlitz-Kislinger prescription 
for removing unobserved parity partners, cuts in the 
complex angular momentum plane are incorporated into 
the Mueller-Regge model by means of the Gottfiied- 
Jackson-Sopkovich absorption formalism [33]* In this 
method, the impact parameter amplitudes are modified 
to take into account absorptive (unitarity) effects 
due to initial and final state rescatterings. We 
shall give a brief description of the derivation of 
this absorption model.
First we write out a general expression for the 
helicity amplitude (see fig. 2.2)
(Pg' PB’ Pcî Pa’ Pb’ P5)
^a^b c
= i  , <PgAg’ Pb %BlT|PcAc’%%(A,Sx)>
nx(X,Sx) ’
I^IPa^a’Pb^b^ (2.11)
where denotes an intermediate state with
spin Sx and helicity X. Next, to perform an 
independent partial wave expansion, we choose the frame 
with intermediate state along z-axis and only enforce 
the relaxed condition
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Pa + Pb " P5 - P& + Pb ■ P,
The resulting analysis [3, 3^] gives
TT^â^b^C _ r -i*'(ÿ'-y') -i*(ÿ-y)
\ V c - “ r
o o
X h(J, J'; A, M^)
where
h(j, J'; A, M^) = I <A-,Aj-|T'^'(M^)|A^,n (A,s_)>
nx(A,s^) a P
X <A-,n^(A,Sjj) |T'’^(M^ ) |A^,A^>, (2.12)
d's are the usual rotation functions and y = X-Xg,
P ^ ^b ■ ^a’ P' ^  ^■ ^c’ Û' = Ag - A-, = max{|v|jIBI}
J' = max{Iu'1>Iÿ 'IÏ• For physical situations when 
h(J, J'; X, M ) does not vary rapidly with J and 
J', we can replace the sums over angular momentum in 
equation (2.12) by integrals. Also, for high energy 
scattering with small values of X, we can adopt 
the usual approximation
dj^,(6) = (-1)P‘P' J|^.y.|[2(J+i)sin|]
where J [z] is a Bessel function of the first kind. So
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k-ïï^
dJ (J + i)
Jq '
dJ' (J' + i)
X [2(J + i) sin^] [ 2(J' + i) sin^]
X h(J, J'; A, M^) ' (2.13)
where v = |y - ÿ| and v ' =  |y'-ÿ'|.
The impact parameters (b, b') are defined by
kb = (J + i)
and
kb» = (J' + i).
We also introduce the variables x and x ' with
X =. 2k sin ^ ,
X ' = 2k sin |— 
and correspondingly
2 a
* = %min - T g-,
= K i n  - k
where ^ i n  kinematic limits and q is
the final state c.m. three momentum. The variable 
X corresponds to the transverse momentum.
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Again in the limit of small X amd large s, we 
can set (= ^ (J^ + i)) and bg' to zero and get
X
fCO ,00
db b J fbx) db' b' J , (b'x') 
0 ^
X  h(b, b'; X, M^) . (2.lh)
Integrating over (j) and (|)' simplifies equation (2.1h) to
,00 ,co
p = 5 j P J^CbT) J db' b' J^,(b'T')•ÏS. .
X  h(b, b'; X, M^).
We have already seen that the approximations 
made so far require that X be small and, since we 
expect helicity flip into the missing mass state will 
be negligible in the forward reaction (t = t '), we 
make the additional simplifying assumption that the 
sum over X collapses to X^ = X = Ag. It has been 
argued [17] that this will be the dominant configuration 
from consideration of angular momentum and there is 
an absence of phenomenological evidence to the contrary.
Finally, we can use the orthogonality properties 
of Bessel functions' (see Appendix 2.3), to obtain
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p r” r°°
h(b, b'; M ) = xdx J (bx) x'dx' J^,(b'x')
Jo V Jo V
X-XrX g
X  p p (T, T', NT) (2.15)
where
V  = \v' - ü'I = |Ag - Agi = I Agi
and
V = |y - y'I = 1 ** I ” l^ël)
and we are now in a position to introduce absorption 
in the impact parameter amplitude.
The absorption corrections we consider take into 
account elastic rescatterings in the external channels. 
Elastic scattering matrices 8(b) are introduced and
h a ^ j g C P j P ' = S^(b')*h(b,b';M^)S^(b). (2.16)
We take the usual Gaussian form for the elastic 
scattering matrices,
2
8(b) = 1 - C e"^P
_o
where C is the opacity and X = r " (R = radius of 
interaction). Both these parameters can be obtained 
from elastic scattering data.
r - °TOTU - g
hwR
and R is related to the slope ‘of the elastic 
diffraction peak
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Clearly, it is expected that rescatterings in both 
ab (a 5)• and c b (c B) channels will contribute 





Figure 2.4 Rescatterings in (a) ab and a'b' channels,
(b) cb and b*c channels.
However, we make the simplifying assumption that
(2.17)
and we fix the parameters of S from the ab channel 
Unitarity requires .that C \< 1 and for tt” p 
scattering at GeV/c we have C 0.7
















0 " W 5
2 2
x( ^  6(t - ?o) - 2l e%p(- n ^ T ^ )  I\, (gf)
x i : ^  6(t ’ - T^') - ^  exp(-
4x
T ,'^ +T,2., .2
■) ( ■)2A 
(2.19)
where is the Bessel function of imaginary argument.
Inserting the absorbed Mueller-Regge helicity 
amplitude of equation (2.19) into equation (2.2), we 
can obtain the single particle inclusive cross section 
for this absorption model.
In practice we encounter some difficulties 
in evaluating the absorbed amplitude. The gamma 
function which results from the ghost-eliminating scheme 
of Reggeization, f(^ - a(u)), is only valid at 
small u. But the presence of this gamma function in
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the integral of equation (2 .19) will prevent that 
integral from converging. So, we make the approximation
r(^ - a(u)) = exp(B^u) + A2 expCB^u) (2.20)
with
A^ = . 444798 , Ag = .440391
Bj_ = .813327, Bg = -.825487
where the parameter values are obtained from a least 
squares fit to the delta trajectory over the. range 
0 < |u| < 1  (GeV)2 [35].
A more serious problem is associated with extending
the helicity amplitude away from the forward direction..
There is no difficulty with the and x^ '
dependence of the Regge exchanges (see fig. 2.5),
o
to
Figure 2.5 Rescattering in ab channels showing the momentum 
transfer variables.
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but for Tq i- T^’ we can have non-zero t^ and we
would expect some t^ dependence to be introduced.
However, since we know that the elastic scattering
effects w.e have introduced will be peaked about
= T and ' = T ’, we assume that this t_0 0 ’ o
dependence can be neglected.
A full■expression for the absorbed amplitude is 
given in Appendix 2.3*
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APPENDIX 2.1
We consider the forward, elastic, no spin-flip 
Ap scattering amplitude (see figure).
- à
Figure Amplitude for Ap elastic scattering.
The energy variable for this amplitude is
= (P + p^)^, P = - Pc' can write [36]
where . Since we can.
make use of the following properties of Rarita-Schwinger 
wave functions (see Appendix),
p“ v^(P,r) = 0 and v^(P,r) = 0,
we know that equation (i) will be the most general 
ansatz, with
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®aa' = Ÿ^(P,r) v^,(P,r)
?««' = ^ Ÿ^(P,r)oPS v^,(Pp?) ü(Pb,Xb)Opg u(p^,X^),
^aa' - ?a(P,r)lY5YPVa,(P,r) ü(p^,X^)ly^YpUCp^,X^),
\c' v^,(P,r) Û(Pb,Xb)Yp u(Pb'Ab)
and
Paa' = Ta'(f,r) ^^Pb’H^Yp u(p^ ,^X^ ,).
Using the properties of the spin-half wave functions,
(see Appendix), only vector (V ,) and scalar (S ,)OLCL ' aa ’
contributions will remain in the forward direction
T(ip) = I (AiPgpg'-B^g""'! Va(P,r)Vo,(P,r)G(Pb,lb)u(Pb,%b) 
r ,Xb \ /
I I
j Vo(P,r)Y v^,(P,r)u(Pb,Xb)YpU(Pb,Ab) (1^)
Now we note the following results, for spin -J:
i(Pb,lb> %(Pb'^b  ^ Gxt/t,- (111)
ü(Pb,Xt)YP u(Pb,l'b ) = 2Pb^ (Iv)
for spin i:
v^(P,r) v^(P,r') = 2m6py, (v)
v^(P,r)Y^ v^(P,r') = -2P^ô^^, (vi)
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(where m = mass of delta).
2 2Also, for 2P.p^ >> m^ , m , we can make the approximation
Vg(P,r')p^® = ^
(we give a proof of the above result at the end of 
this appendix). Using equations (iii) to (vi) in 
equation (ii), we obtain
T(Âp) = I - + '+P^-P
+ 2mj^  p^ j“v^(P,r) v^, (P,r)p^^“ '
+ Pb*Va(P'f) h  ?a'(P'r)Pb"'
2
Now this scattering process has subenergy M and by 
the Optical theorem we may write
TOT ) „2 (2s^+l) (2s'+!) <^b>r|A(M , t 0)
l%K,r>
m 2 (2Sb+l) (2s'+l)
y Im I -^ m, m
V  1
+ ifp^.P Bi^  + 2m^ p^“v^(P,r)v^,(P,r)p^“ '
■ + 2Ai^ . Pu“v^(P,r) 4  v^,(p,r) p^ ,“ 'V
Now, we can expect that (M ) will become
2 2 
independent of M for large M . We can also see
from equation (2.4J that in the inclusive cross section
the term with form factor A]^  will behave like s
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whereas the remaining terms are suppressed by at least 
a factor of s. With this in mind, we take
•^ TOT ~ ^2 (2s^+l) (2s '+!) ^
% Pb" Va(P,r)^% v^,(P,r)p^"' (vili)
2 2
and using equation (vii) for the limit 2P.p^ >> m^ , m ,
Ap ,„2x 1 8 (Pb'P)
TOT
3
GmAm (M ) ^ —  2  2-- Ini (A^)
M m
Lj.




Im (A^) (M^). (x)
While we realise that equation (viii) is not the full 
expression for the Ap total cross section, we expect 
that equation (x) will, at worst, give us an order of
magnitude estimate for Im (A^) and a reasonable
2
M - dependence.
Proof of equation (vii)[16 ]
Pb*Ÿa(P'f)Y^?g(P,r')PbG = ^  (Pb-P)^ P^Gfr
Now let
ÿ  (Pb-P)^ P % r '
and
(f-m) T„g = I v^(P,r) Vg(P,r),
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then equation (vii) implies the following result,




Now inserting the expression for the projection operator 
(see Appendix),
- 1 p“ Hpb. ' b ,  - - ,4 ^  [^(P-Pb)^ - nibV]m L . J
+ [(P.Pb)^ - m/m2] ^  + 3 ( 4  + ^ ) [ p f e  Yg - Pb y ] 
*- J m L a  0 a-»
n r 2P.p, 1
+ m [(^b + )Pbg^a - ^bPb^Pg J
+ 3  + 2(P.p^)2 + 3P-Pb“4  ] ^YqPx - Y,P„)6 '«"a-
-  A ^ ( - S a 6  + ^  4 4  +  3 V 6 ‘  k  (T ^ P g  -  Y g P „ ) )
2 2and comparing terms for the limit 2P.p^ >> m m^ , we 
get




We examine the behaviour of the helicity amplitude 
including the full propagator.
Consider




^ (P^ -rn^ ) - P,.Y„ + (F^ +m)Y,.Y.,J
V / V '
Pb^bPb (?+m) + 2 ^ '
+ 3 Yv-Yp, + ^  (Y^.P^, - Pv'Yp,)
Pa *(Pc'^c)
Then using trace theorems and putting
C = - Pa'Pb + Pa'P Pb'P3m
we have
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H = AC^ + BC + D
 ^ (P^ - m^)E + A r  (P^ - m^)2 p.
3m 9m
Expressions for the coefficients are given below.
We see easily that the leading contribution (in AC ) 
comes from the g^^ terms in the propagators.
2
A = 4(m-mg) Pb-Pg + 8(m-mg)mgPa.p%
+ "+ [-ma^Pb-Po + 2p^-PbPa-Pcl '
\\ ( p p p ni_
B = 3 f(m-m^) [m^ p^.p^ - m^ —  p^.P ]
+ 2m/m^\(m-m^) + | (m-m^)p^,.P p^ .pj^  p^.p^
- E %b^(m-*c) Pa'P Pa-Pc + “a W P a - P c
- 4 ^ ^  5T Pa-P + m Pb'? Pa'Pb
2 2
+ mb m [ma me + (m-mg) P^-Pc]
+ m^2 Pa-P [Pa-Pc + (m-nic)“cl
- Pb-P [-“a^ Pb-Pc + ZPa'Pb Pa-Pc]
- 2 Pb-P Pa-Pb mg(m-me)
+ [ Pa-Pc + (m-mc^“c] K ^ “ b^ ‘ ^“b^ Pa'?
2
+ *^Pa-Pb Pb-P “b E“ Pa-P ■ P E“ Pa-Pb Pb'P)
• 2 ■
2 . , \ _ 1 / 2 “b
•‘•[“a *c + (m-Bc) Pa-Pc] (‘“b “c ’ ~  Pa'P)
2 “c^
- 2 ma Pb-P Pb-Pc + P —  Pa-Pb Pb'P (“ -“c^
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h Ll
D = ^ + g (m-m^)
+ g Dg + D3.
4  = - “a^ “4  Pfe-Pc + 2“b^ Pa-Pb Pa-Pc
m. P m P p
+ P -2- Pa-P Pb-P Pa-Pc + ^  (Pb-P) Pb-Pc
- A  Pa-Pb Pa-Pc (Pb-P)^ - E V c  Pa-Pb Pa-Pm
m
mh  (Pa-P)^ Pb-P,
Pi = Pb-Pc - P“b \  Pa-Pb Pa-Pc
2
2 2
+ 2 nib p^.P - 2 -;r P.'P^ P.-P. P.-?m ^a/^b ^a*^c ^a 
2m
+ I m„Pm p p„.p„ Pk -P - 2 p. .Pm “a “b ta ^c t-b 
m P
- ^ —  Pa-Pc Pa-P Pb-P - P —  (Pb-P) Pb-Pc
2
k o 2
+ E  (Pb-P) Pa-Pb Pa-Pc - P —  “b 4  Pa-P Pb-Pm
2
2 2 m 2
+ —  “b Pa-Pc Pa-P Pb-P“c + —  4  Pb-Pc (Pb-P)m m
2m 2 m, p
- 2 “2 (Pb-P) Pa-Pb Pa-Pc + 2 "ET *c Pa-Pb Pa-Pm g
2m-i p m, p
+ 2 -E- (Pa-P) Pb-Pc + 2 -f- mc(Pa-P) Pa-Pbm
m
mh  “c (Pa-P)^ Pb-P,
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4  = Pb-Pc - 2 4 Pa-Pb
- 2 m a \ ^  Pa-P Pb-Pc + 2m^2^^2 p^.p
m m 4
-  2 m mb Pa-Pb Pa-P “c ■" 2 —  me P^.P
m Q m g
- 2 —  “b me Pb-P Pa-Pc - ^ -g- m% me p^.P p^ .^P
+ E “a \  Pa-Pb (Pb-P)^ “a \ ^  Pa-P Pb-P Pa-P,m
m ^  2 m 2
+ (Pb-P) Pb-Pc - 2 —  me Pa-Pb (Pb-P)
in m
ni-i m 2 Q
+ 2 —  me Pa-Pb Pa-Pc Pa/P ' "2“ “b ' <Pa-P) Pb-P,m
2 2 m, p m p p
+ 2 —  (Pa-P) Pa-Pb Pa-Pc + 2 —  m^ me p^.P P^.P
m m
2 2 2 
D3 = 2 m^ “b “c Pa-Pb + 2 —  P&-P Pb-Pc
2m p m p
+ 2 —  mb me P^.P p^ ,.P - 2 —  (p^.P) p^ .p^ , me
m m
“b^
-  2 m Pa'Pb Pa'Pc Pa'P
+ 4 ( -  “a Pb-Pc + 2 Pa-Pb Pa-Pc)
+ ^ ( m ^ S  + (“ -4 ) Pa-Pc) + 4 )
El = - C m^Z Pa-P + Cma^m^Z + | ma^m^2 p^.p
m 2 23m -c Pb'P - 3 Pa'P Pa'Pb
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+ 5E (m-mc)(Pb-P)^"+'3E “b^®c
4  ' ‘^'™b^ ■ ^“b^^o ■ |e  “b^ Pa-P Pb-P
+ 3S “a % ^  Pb-P
4  = 1 Pa-Pb + 3 Pb-Pc
nil
- I 4 4 ^ ^  Pa-Pb + (“ -4 ) 3^' (Pa-P)^ Pb-Pc





3m (Pb-P) Pa-Pb “>c +
2(m-mc) 2 2
3m “ b “ c Pa-P Pa-Pb
+ h  4 %  (Pa-P)^ Pa-Pb - f “a^“b^ Pa-P Pb-Pc
- 3Ï Pa-P “a^“b ^ 4  Pa-Pb
F = ^ ( [ -  nia^ Pb -Pc  + 2 P a - P t  P a - P c  1 ( ( P b * P ) ^  +  “ b^”*^)
+ 2 nia^^b^”* Pb-P - 2 Pb-P
- “b^ (Pa-Pc)^ Pb-Pc - 2 m^Pmem Pa-Pb Pa'Pc
+ 2 m^P (Pa-Pc)^ Pa-Pb + 2 maPn^Pmem p^-Pg
2 2 2 




For the evaluation of Mueller amplitudes we 
work in the centre-of-mass frame. The beam direction 
is taken along the z-axis and the reaction plane is 
the x-z plane. The situation is shown in the figure. 
We have
Pa = Oj 0, k)
Ph = (Eh, 0, 0, -k)
p^ = (E^, qsine, 0, qcosO)









u(Pc' + ^  , (Ec+nic) cos 2
(E^+m^) sin ^ 
9q cos 5-
q sin 2






1. Pole-only amplitude (c.f. eqn. (2.10))
Define
/ *  * \  
° = N /(x) f  (t') + S^(t)S' (x')j
c
with
N = (E E. + k^)2 a(Ap),a D .
C  = 2(E^E^ - kq) [(m-m^) - ]
+ ^(E^E^+k^)(E^E^ + kq) + if (m-m^ )m^ (E^E^+k^)
and
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S - 2(E-j^ E^ +kq) [(m-m^) - ]
+ if(E^E^+k^)(E^E^-kq) + 4(ni-in^)ni^(E^E^+k^)
We also make the following definitions, where A^
and B. are associated with the exponential approximation
to the gamma function (see equation (2.20)),
«0 = #- (^2)
= - 6 (B. + a'to (^)) ,
J ^ J
and
a. = A. exp(B. u^.^)
+ 3o-
Then we have
/(%) = Mg I ^exp(^jT^) + Ç^exp(t^T^)jy^ -
and
?(t) = I ^exp(^jT^) + Ç^exp(i(ijT^)^ ^  .
4. Absorbed amplitude (c.f. eqn. (2.19))
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+ S(?(x) -g abs(T))(9(x') -^absft')) )
where
^  a b s ( T )  -  2X e % P ( -  Mg I  a .  ^ F ( i z ( ^ , x )  +  Ç^FCifi^j , x ) j
and
9 abs (t) - exp(- ^ )  \ a^. ^(^j ,T) + 5gG(^j ,T^.
The functions F(a.,T) and G(a.,T) represent the 
following integrals:
F(Cj,T) = dx- 2 '^1
XT-




dXi 2 ^  expCa^x^ - q ^ )  •
Using the integrals and other mathematical relations 
given in the following section, we obtain




B(n) = (*) (n-1 + ^)Cn-2 + , B(o) = 1,




G ( a . , x )  -  ^  ( i )  f f j 7 5 p -  ( -  2 Î  •
$ in the above equations is the degenerate 
hypergeometric function (see below).
3. The Degenerate Hypergeometric function 0(a,y;z) 
is given by the following series:
= ë ' x W W n *  ••••
and obeys the functional relations,
$(a,y;z) = $(y-a, y; - z)
and
a$(a+l, y, z) = (z + 2a - y)$(a, y; z) + (y - *)$(a - 1, y; z)
6. Bessel functions
J is a Bessel function of the first kind 
Fourier-Bessel transform:- (v > - 1)
/OO




Q(t) = J^(bt) F(b) bdb.
Orthogonality conditions:-




J^(bt) Jy(bt')bdb = ^ a(t'-t)
Useful integrals;-
f db b J^( bx)J^(bT') exp(-Ab^)
o
where is the Bessel function of imaginary argument
which is related to through
I^(z) = J^(iz)




for Re a > 0 and Re(vi+v) > - 1.
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7. Gamma functions
r is the Euler gamma function and obeys the 
relation
r(l + x) = xr(x).
8. Binomial coefficient
/P\ _ p(p-l). . . (p-n+1) /P\ _ -,
n^^ " 1.2...n ’ 0^^  “ ^
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CHAPTER III
The data with which we compare our model for the 
process tt + p p + X comes from experiments in 
the Omega spectrometer at CERN. A fast forward 
proton is detected in the laboratory with a negative 
pion beam at 12 GeV/c incident on a target proton.
A total of 300,000 events were recorded over a range 
of 0.8 GeV^ < wf < 8.0 GeV^ and - u < 1.8 GeV^.
The first reports [37] concluded that a triple-Regge 
model did not account for the experimental distributions 









= G(u) (— ) s (3*1)
where is introduced as a simplification to
account for the sum over Pomeron and meson "third
leg" exchanges and is the effective baryon
trajectory. The main conclusion reached was that
the slope of the baryon trajectory obtained
0.5) was too low compared with the spectroscopic
2
value 0.9)) but the M -dependence was also found
to be stronger than that predicted by the model.
The experimental group have communicated their
numerical results to us [39]; the bin sizes are
0.05 GeV^ in u and 0.2 GeV^ in M^. The errors on
the data are surprisingly small; we shall show statistical
errors on our plots and there is an additional 9%
systematic error. The normalization is obtained from
the calculated luminosity and we understand that there
may be some uncertainty [39]• It is also important
to,note that there is some evidence [39] that the
data is contaminated by NN pairs and N A resonances
produced with the forward proton.
Since our model is valid in the region of small 
2u and finite .M , we consider that a reduced set 
of data should be used for comparison. We make the
additional restrictions 0.0 GeV^ < - u ^ 1.025 GeV^
2 2and M ^ 4.2 GeV . The previous attempts to compare 
the data with triple-Regge models (see equation (3.1))
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2
allowed the full range In M and u and this may
account for the difficulties encountered. The
assumption in the triple-Regge limit is ™
2 2
and this cannot be presumed to refer to M ^ 0.8 GeV .
There is some ambiguity concerning the normalization
of our model. The tt - p - A coupling constant which
appears at the particle-particle-Reggeon vertex has
traditionally been a problem. A parameter-free
model for da/du in ir + p ^ p + ir” [11] extrapolates
to too low a value for the A width. But this has
been mitigated, it has been shown that the extrapolation
of an asymptotic cross section cannot uniquely
determine the coupling constant [4o]. Also, as we
described in Chapter II, we cannot expect a(Âp), which
arises in equation (2.9) and is taken as a constant,
to correspond to the full asymptotic Ap total cross
section. We can to some extent justify taking this
parameter as a constant since, although we might have
2
expected resonance effects in this M range, the 
data is overall fairly smooth. With these points in 
mind, we introduce a normalization constant N and 
absorb a(Ap) into the overall normalization 
N ’ = Na(Ap).
The differential cross sections are calculated 
by incorporating new subroutines into an existing 
computer program [4l] designed to facilitate the 
visual display of results and accordingly the graphs 
are computer plotted [^ 2]. A minimization is carried 
out over 277 data points for the chisquare function 
of the absorbed prediction [43]. The free parameters 
are the overall normalization N' and the trajectory
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parameters and a'. All other parameters are
fixed. The minimum occurs with N' =0.46, = 0.0085
and a' = 0.97* The solid lines in fig. 3-1 and 
fig. 3*2 show the absorbed calculation for these
p
minimized parameters for fixed u and fixed M /s 
respectively. The dashed lines correspond to a pole-' 
only model which is calculated with the same normalization 
but with conventional trajectory parameters 
(a^ = 0.05, a' = 0.9).
Both predictions show qualitatively good fits to
the data, although the absorbed model shows more
2
structure and seems to indicate that more M -dependence 
is needed in that model. The value obtained for the 
overall normalization is reasonable, although lower 
than naive estimates would predict. If we take a 
reduction 'v 0.25 for the coupling constant (in analogy 
with two-body results, although.essentially this is 
unknown as we have discussed) and a(Âp) ^ 20 mb 
from the typical values obtained by R. Tegen when [3&] 
considering the process + p ^ p + X, then we expect 
N' ~ 5, a factor of 10 larger than the result obtained. 
Undoubtedly, we could have increased the value of N' 
by allowing the absorption parameters C and X to 
vary. The trajectory parameter values obtained after 
chisquare minimization correspond very closely to the 
values expected from hadron spectroscopy.
We are satisfied that the nature of this fit 
allows us to conclude that the model with Ag exchange 
is acceptable, contrary to the previous results.
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There is no data for the other observables, 
the polarization of the produced proton and the target 
asymmetry. Traditionally, of course, polarization 
measurements provide stringent tests of cut models 
[44]. For our model for this process, which has t^ = 0 
and is factorizable and has essentially only one flip 
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Figure 3.1 (s/7r)(da/dudM ) in mb/GeV plotted against M /s for


































Figure 3.2 ( s/tt ) ( du/dudM ) in mb/GeV plotted against -u for
2
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APPENDIX 
Notations and Conventions [Al]
Metric:
" "^11 = '§22 " “^ 33 "
g = 0  otherwise.
Four-vector :
Pp - (E, £.) with scalar product P^P = E - £
Pauli matrices:
Dirac matrices :
Yu = (Y^, 1)
satisfying anticommutâtion relations
+ Y^Y^ = 2g^^ ,
in the familiar representation
Yo " (o -S)’ ^ = (-0 §) ’
ye = 0*^ '’ = k [y*^ ,y'’]-
The inner product Y^a^ = }i .
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Wave Functions
The helicity basis is adopted for the wave 
functions.
i) Spinor wave functions:
ü(p, A)u(p, X* ) = 2ni 6^^, 
where X and X’ are helicity labels and û = u^y° 
v(p,X)v(p,X') = .
Equations of motion,
(f(-m)u(p, X) = 0 (^+m) v(p, X) = 0
■ü(p,X)(^-m) = 0 v(p,X)(^+m) = 0.
Projection operators.
I u(p,X)û(p,X) = (^+m) 
X
y v(p,X)v(p,X) = (f^ -m) 
X
It follows that
n(p,X) y^u(p,X) = 2p^ 6^^,
v(p,X)' Y^v(p,X) = 2p^ 6^^,
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il) Spin 3/2 wave funetiens: [A2, A3, A4, A?, A6]
û„(p,l)u^(p,A') = -2m 
v,^(P>A)v^(p,X') = 2m
Rarità-Schwinger équations of motion, for ail a
(f^-m)u^(p, X) = 0 (^+m)v^(p,X) = 0
u^(p,X) = 0 Y^ v^(p,X) = 0 .
Divergenceless subsidiary conditions follow.
P u^(p,X) = 0 p^ v^(p,X) = 0 .
Projection operators.
I u^(p,A)ûy(p,A) = (|(+m) ( -gpv
+ î  YpYu + ^  PuPv+ h
I ’w^ ,,(Pî^ )v,,(p,X) = (gf-m) I - g^
It follows that
üy(p,A)Y''u,^(p,A') = 2p^
jPtt f-n -V M  —v ^(p ,A)y '^v ,^ (p ,A') = -2p‘^
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Trace Theorems I.A1, AkJ 
1) Tr (1) = k
ii) Tr ~ 0 for n odd.
ill) Tr ~ a^.a^ Tr
— a2 • Tr (^ 2^k Tr *
Feynman Rules [Al]
Differential cross section: Ca + h -► n particles)
3 3
1  p d Pi d Pn
da = — ------ 4;---r;--ir-T IT' ^
2E^(2tt)3 2E^ (2v)^
k Lj ^
X (2it) S (p +p, - I p.) S,
a D 1=1 ^
where
- a and b are initial state particles,
T is the invariant amplitude,
S = n is the statistical factor if there
1 ^i •
are ■ n^ identical particles of type i in the 
final state.
Polarizations are summed over final and averaged over 
initial states.
Rules for.invariant amplitudes:
1. For each external fermion line entering u(p,X) 
or v(p,X).
For each external fermion line leaving ü(p,X) 
or v(p,X).
2. For each external photon line a factor
3. Spin zero meson propagator
167
p^ - m^
k. Spin i fermion propagator
(7^ + m).
2 2 p - m
5. Photon propagator
- gyv
6. Spin 3/2 propagator [A3, Ak, A5, A6 ]
I (^+m) -g,,„ + P,,P„ + T Y,J,
^ 3m Y^yP\) PyYy)
3m
YyPv
- P,,Y^  + (iS+m) Y^ ,Y^
7. Polarization sums for photons [Al, A7]
I . E (q,X)e (q,X)
X=±
- - gvy (q.n) - q (q.n)^-q^
with n = (1, 0, 0, 0).
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